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PREFACE

f 6

Diagnostic and Resource Teaching Is a collection of Rix-papers
selected from those presented at the 49th Annual International CEC Convention,
Miami Beach, Florida, April 18-24, 1971, These papers were collected and
compiled by The Council for I:xcepiional Children, Arlington, Virgit,!1, Other
collections of :,apers from the Convent lee have been compiled and are available
from the ERIC Document Revoduction Service. Othcr collections may he
found by consulting the Institution Irdex cf Research in Education under Council
for Exceptional Children or tic Suhject In:1ex under Exceptional Child Education.
Titles of tin se other collections 'ire:

Deaf-Blind, Language, ar.d Behavior Problems
Gifted and Developmental Potential In Women

and the Disadvantaged
Infantile Autism
Local, State, and Federal Programs
Physical Handicap
Pre and inservice Teacher Preparation
Specific Subject Programs frr Mils and 'MU
Trends and Issues in Special Ed cation
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Black-White Literary PcIntions: Thematic

Gwendolyn Cooke
University of Connecticut

A number of years no my precocious junior high school brother came home

from schooi and asked me I Claude McKay were black. I told him yes and asked

him why did he ask me that question. He responded thEt Claude McKay'b poem

"I We Must Die" had been discussed in his history class that day and teacher

had rot made mention of McKay's race. She had discussed the poem in terms of

Churchill's use of It as a challenge to soldiers in World War 11. My brother

left the room, but a few minutes later he returned to ask if Gwendolyn, Brooks was

black.. Once again I said ye:1., and asked him why by had asked the question. "Well."

he raid, "one day In my English class w- read a poem by Gwendolyn Brooks from our

poetry anthology; there was no mention In tl-,e text about her race and the teacher

didn't say if she was black or white. t remember reading somewhere." he continued,

"that she war bloc% but I wasn't sure and so I dough! I'd ask you. By the way," he

added, "they could have put a picture of her in the book, like they did of some of

the other poets, couldn't they?" I explained to my brother why I thought the editors

hadn't included a picture.

I couldn't concentrate on my work after the brief talk with my brotilor. How

immoral it ,kas, I thought, that yet another generation of potentially gifted and creative

black your gsters would grow up ignorant about the literary contributions that black

writers have made to American literati:I.., if the parents or families of these

!..Itmg.alers do not provide this toportant informal'on about the cultural contributions

of black writers, I said to mys?lf, in all probability they will not get this friormation



in the schools. I wonder if editors of short story anthologies, poetry anthologies,

American Literature anthologies, Essay anthologies, etc. -realize the possible

effects ti ey could have on the self-concepts of youngsters by Identifyirg the

ethnic backgrouml of writers included in their anthologies? I ask you - don't

owe it to all of our youngsters and especially youngsters who may have thepotentiai

to make great literary contriOuttons themselves, to tell them the ethnic background

of the writers they study? Or should we alloy, our hIg,h-potential youth to think

ethnicity isn't important? How can a student feel proud to be MexteLo.i-American,

Poerto Rican, Oriental, Italian, Jewish or flack when he asks his teacher, "Where

do ray ancestors fit in this set up? What contributions have we made to American

literature?" , and the teacher gives him a blank store? Indeed, ethnicity does

matter ',hen we are concerned with the development of high-potential youngsters'

self-concepts and when we consider these youngsters as reconstruct turista who

will become the leaders of our society and teansmit the representative thoughts of

the time.

I know many of you in the audience are saying to :ioarselves that there is

P wealth of racerelated materials available now. I arbnit the response for mean'ngful

materials for o ir youth has been speedy; however, it is the nature of this response

that causes sem? educstors to have grave doubts t bout its sincerity. Let's take

English mater etc which focus on black writers' contributions as an example.

When the English curricubm has been me:lifted to inel tide literary works

')), black writers, it has too often been aimed 9t the rclu-tant reader or it has been

compiled as "supplementary materials. " it would ,appear that only reluctant reaciers



need to know that there are blf.ek writers who have contributed to American

literature. Or -- has it erroneously been concluded that only black boys and

Orls are reluctant readers, and this gesture Indicates that they are not being

denied the knowledge that Mack writers have made literary contributions to

American literature?

The materials for the reluctant reader Include those by the Macmillan

Gateway English program, the Scope books published by Ilarperi art Row, and Holt,

Rinehart and IVinston's Impact series. All Include a fair mount of material by

and about black people, e::cerpts from biographies, stories, photographs. None,

however, are '.1itended to replace the big, expensive bound, lavishly illustrated

literature textbooks which are used In most schools. Don't thlrit for me minute

that the more perceptive black yingsters are not aware of the fact that these

materials were not designed for them. They know when they are being short

changed. Their apparent lack of interest. In these materials would seem to be

sign of their awareness.

The future of the "supplementary materials" is nebulous. The word supplementary

tmplles that it is an expendable, rather than necessary, part of the curriculum and giveti

the day viten educators lose Interest in black materials (and some do see it as another

fad to be weathered), these lessons and units may well disappear.

litp;trpotential youth re64tipped" to supplementary materials, too. They :mow

that the materials are for temporary use only, and that they "really are.n't important."

For those curriculum specialists wha arc truly Interested In making English

material meaningful for our high-potential youth, two courses of action remain open.
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Separate courses covering the canon of literature by black writers can be the

step taken, or literature by black writers can be Included In the regular curriculum

utilizing the thematic approach. The latter course of action, utilizing the thematic

approach, is advocated here. The thematic approach enables our south to study

American literature In its proper perspective, To see certain themes teeurring

in the works of both black and white writers who have sometimes lived in separate

worlds Ind decades apart, and to observe man questioning the meaning of life,

searching for values and responding to human relationships should enhance young

people's personal, social, and moral adjuntmetts as well as their self- concepts.

Moreover, this method insures that all students will be exposed to literary works

by black writer.;.

To help the teacher who is interested in including literary works by black

writers on a permanent basis in his American literature class, T wrote a curriculum

package entit led "Black-White Literary Relations: Thematic Parallels." Th1,1

packaj;e is no panacea; it is a beginning which the creative teacher can enlarge upon,

There are four units in the package and each unit inJudes literary works by black

and white writers. The units focus on the themes of "Dreams vs. "Sensitive

Man Violent Society." "Conformity vs, Individualism", and "timeliness." Black

literature as a regular part of the curriculum is z godsend to the teacher who wants

to deal with genuine communication problems in the classroom. Black writers like

.tames Baldwin, William M. Niitey, Richard Wright, and Gwendolyn Brooks confront

deeply, honestly, and humanly the Issues that our studentn, fearfully struggle with in

inner worlds. For exam 4. A Raisin in the Sun and Go Tell It On The Mountain



portray young people struggling to a: sort their own independence and Identity

against their pare its. Go Tell It On The Mountain also gives our youth a chance

to talk about the touchy subjects of robgion and illegitimacy.

Seine of you are still probably ,aging "But why the thematic approach?"

My answer is the thematic approach to literature in a vital way is a point of view

a point of view that shapes the material of f,n artistic work. It may act strongly,

as a positive assertion, or more subtly and pervasively, as an unobtrusive but

erntrollIng attitude. This approach allows one to group works of different genres

lino a bond whicii enables each work to gain In the sense that each work has power

beyond Itself by being one of a group. Juxtaposing several selections with the same

theme ;Jrovides a basis for dbieusslon of the content that develops the theme In ory:

selection, as well as a compaiison and contrast of the use of content to develop the

theme in the other selections. Thiti kind of discUssion will, of necessity, focus

attention on the literary techniques by means of which development of theme is made

possible. Lookin,-; at the technique ;ben, the potentially gifted and creative student is

able tr. see lueldlv the parallels of good and bad techri:oes Employed by black arcl white

writers. Moreover, it should become unequivocally clear !o students Oat there is no

justifiable reason fo miny of the excellent writingn by black writers to have been

excluded from the canon of accepttible American Irterature which they read daily.

The thematic approach also enables the ooentially gifted and creative student

to experience the chief purpose of reading literature -- the enlargement of life Itself

through the physical, mental, spiritual, and emotional experiences of others as they

appear on the printed page. Moreover, this approach capitalize.; on these students'

9



curiosity about themselves and about life in general. They are able to view

the charaeteriE,tie behavior of man as opposed to 'he ideal behavior.

makes possible a more effective teaching of both form and content.

Example proposed:

During the fall semester of this school year. 1 field tested the firHt unit

of the package with an integrated honors class at the Hartiord Put School.

The students you are now looking at were in that class. Class disk:As on: were

lively and students often drew from their personal experiences when making a

point about the plays being discusses' or assignments In eorjunction with the plays.

'Brenda, the young student in the slide you arc now viewing made the following
comment:

"Never before In an English class or any class for that matter, have Thad to deal
with issues which really boihered me. Writing the skit moved me deeply. I disliked
writing the skit very much, not because I hadn't chosen the topic, but because iti.'6vas
so nit arIngful and I Lnew tint i could not write a lie. The hate that came from my
pen was symbolic of the hate I FCC in the eyes of whites when they see me on the
streets and when they wait on me In stores."

Laura wrote:

"I really liked the unit! Cornoartrig works by black and white writers makee it
easier to think. The lessons were less formal, but much more meaningful. I

learned a tot rioo..:t the way writers write, too... style, I think you call It. Lat.t
year's English was so boring."

Sonja commented:

"Last year I doted In English. The unit 'Dreams" was interesting so I was
attently?. f read the plays twice. I enjoyed the units very much."

Sheryle added:

"White talks say black folks cnn't write. I am glad we studio(' the plays; at least
the vAlt( kids in our class nova know that black folks can write. ! was so glad you
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asked us ;bout Caa use of figurative language ami symbols in the play by
Lorraine ilansherry. My mama has often pointed out the beautiful ±xpressions
and stme points that weren't clear to me in socks by blackS. I think she would
have been pleased with the way you taught the unit. (I told her about you, smile, }"

David replied:

"1.i.:st year we read The Learning Tree in my English class. The teacher didn't
do anything with it. She didn't even tell us the author was black! I wish you were
my ta,cher all the time."

Jo Ann gave the following comment:

"Mks Cooke, the unit was exce,lent. I liked the way you lot us carry the discussion
by ourseivel sometimes. Last year we had to discont MA: discussing The Fire elexi
Time because the teacher cauldn't deal with the Issues in it. She said we couldn't
continue the cliser.ssion because some white kids feelings' were getting hurt, but it
was really her. I am white and the discussion wasn't hurt ng me."

John's response was

I thin): it was a good idea to choose the two plays you did and for us to study them
from to comparative approach. I th'nk justice was done to both of the works using
this approach, too."

Yoke suites:

"I would like 4o read another play by Tennessee Williams. Also coup you recommend
a "good" love! by a black writer. I thought the unit was great."

Wilhelmenia noted:

'The way you taught the unit made us think, not just answer insignIfloant questions.
I liked that and I think I learned Fomething about the way wriiers w."Ite, too."

Each of us will interpret these comments differently. What they said to me

was as follows.

The students read the plays. From some of the comments ! got
the impression that in the past the; had not always read assigned
literary works for other English classes.

2. The students learned something about an author's style of writing.

3. The students enjoy discussions which are not dominated by the

it)



teachers. They enjoy sharing Ideas w ith their peers.

4. The unit generated interest in the rearing oi. other works
of authors studied in the unit.

5. Black and white students are aware tha literary works by
black writers have not been taught 4n their schools rnd one
of the reasors has to do with their teachelis hang-ups.

Finally, hopefully, by utillaing the thematic appeIach to include iterary

works by black wrl Irs Into 'he rep'sr curriculum, youngsters of the 70's,

black end white, will never utter the following words whieb many educated men

and women have been known to say (and I quote), "But Nefroes haven't written

anything, cave they?", or "They haven't written anything good, have they?"

As Frank E. Rose notes, and I quote, "Absence of a segment of society

in a sense falsifies literature, for a major merit of literature is that it broadens

rod deepens experiences. Furthermore, a great literature is meaningful to people

and to society as they are, and American literature surely is not meaningful If it

ignores 10 percent of the Americans.



Crisis-Resource Teaching: Its Impact upon the Falls Church Public Schools

Lundi S. Mansfield

Falls Church Board of Education, Virginia

It's now an established fact that anyone associated with crisis teaching,

or resource teaching is knmn as an evangelist. In Falls Church, Virginia,

we both acknowledge this, and even encourage it.

I would like to share a little with you of the school district in which

I'm involved, and in which we got involved totally with crisis teaching.

Falls Church is a suburb of the District of Columbia, a bedrocm community

if you will. It is uniquely small, geographically only two (2) square miles,

with a population under12,00. The total school population is only 2,000.

We have three elementary schools and one junior-senior high school. The

percapita income has been reported to be the highest of any jurisdiction in

the State of Virginia. So you can see we do have a unique situation. I

feel this is important for you to know, so that as I discuss what we have done

to implement our philosophy about educating children, you will have a better

perspective in terms of some of the advantages involved -- and I might add,

disadvantages. For the pi.st six years we have become increasingly concerned

about the general area of "exceptional chh-ecn". We do not have the numOers

problems that many school districts have, and therefore the day to day

functioning of these children in the programs we were providing for them

was quite visible, along with some fairly significant indications that

emotional and behavioral problems were somehow becoming exacerbated during

their years in these programs. We had a fairly typical special education

program for a small system. We had three self-contained classrooms, primary,

intermerli d secondary. We happened to have a fantastically effective

and sensitive teacher on the secondary level who worked hard to see that

children who reached her in the special education program were assimilated

into the regular program to the degree that they could handle, and in fact,

often took on the Goliaths of Wreaucracy in her efforts to see that except-
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ional children eid not therefore become disenfranchised children, but

generally our provam was fairly typical. The children were all learning

disability children, some with lowered ability - perhaps within a high

educable to show learned range.lf you are interested specifically - some

with mild to moderate neurological problems, some with mild to moderate

physical handicaps, and many with emotional problems to the point that

learning in the usual sense was impaired. They would have been fairly

easy to identify. All had beer adjudged to have needs over what could be

afforded in the regular classroom, '.nu to rad special programming.

We had spent a good bit of time ;poking carefully at these children,

low they functioned, how they progressed while in special education and what

iappened to them when and if they "graduated" out of the program. We were

lot pleased with what we saw happening. We could not justify an increase in

'motional problems, in problematic behavior on the aging process ?lone. We

had special education teachers well trained in the field, so we felt it

totally unjustified to institute a "purge" of the entire teaching staff.

In the spring and sumer of 1968 re became involved in a three-system

consortium Title III program that involved the roles of Oiagnostic/Prescript-

ive and Crisis/Resource Teachers. We had two of these specially trained

people assigned to our system through this program. At that point we had a

diagnostic teacher in one of our elementary schools and a resource teacher

on the secorr:.ary level. Then, during the Fall of 1968, we found that we were

losing both the primary special education teacher and the intermediate, due

to husbands being transferred. This for us constituted a crisis. We decided

that the time for action was row, and took advantage of both the trisis and

our experience with the Title III program in giving us a handle, a technique

18
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that scored to fit what we were seeing as needs within the system. On

r ouary 1, 1969 we disbanded all three self-contained special education

classrooms, placed all of the children back in regular classrooms - placed

within one year of chronological age placement - and provided resource

teachers in each of our other two schools. So this is the background, the

move that at that point represented somewhat of a trauma to a "smoothly

running", typical and traditional program of daaling with exceptional

children.

I would like to tell you a little of the way these people have been

operating in Falls Churrii, how this role was implemented. We found for FaUs

Church the resource teacher model to be the most effective, and to meet th'

needs of ou, children m)st specifically, so in the Fall of 1969 'm replaced

the diagnostic teacher vith a rescurce teacher, now giving us a resource

teacher in all four scholls. 'die resource teacher operated out of a central

room, generally working bah children on referral from classroom teachers,

principals, other special'sts, or even in some cases on a self-referral

basis from the child himself. However, the resource teacher is not confined

to this room. He ma.), ann often does, go directly into the classroom,

observing, working Nith teachers, working with othc^ consultants, etc.

Generally, the resoLro teacher is a speciall,+ trained, building-based

parson available to bot' children and teachers whenever there is a need

for help in working with a child or childrel. His role is in essence, crisis

intervention. The word crisis may not necessarily involve acting-out be-

havior, but rather should be define as any point at which a child finds

he is unable to function within the larger group context. lhe (*.Isis, then

may be emotional, behavioral, social, or academic. It may even be a crisis



for the teacher rather than the child. So the resource teacher, then

is the person within each school most available for classroom teachers to

call upon to work with :hildren experiencing difficulties. Upon working

with the situation the resource teacher has available a vi.riety of techniques

he may use. Additionally, he is in a position to determine if further wore

specialized service is needed, Oiether in reaching a more effective edu-

cational plan, or in determining more specifically the nature of the problem.

Hestherefore, can, mid often does, request assistance from people such as

the psychologist, the speech'and hear:Ing consultant, the reading consultant,

etc. These services may offer specific help, according to the need, or moy

work as a team if a multidisciplinary effort is needed to help the resource

and c:assroom teachers in working with a situation. But, the resource

teacher remains the tiason person, the oh-site parson to implement suggest -

tons and recommendations, to carry the responsbility for working with the

referring person in order to resolve the problem in the most effective way

for the child.

The primary goal of the program, of course, is to create an atmosphere

in which all children can 'earn; to find ways of helping those children ex-

periencing academic and/or behavioral priblems without isolating then totally

from their regular school activities. when one child in a classroom is re-

ferred to and worked with by the resource teacher, the work done within the

classroom setting around this specific problem results ultimately in helping

that classroom teacher develop better techniques for dealing pith all of the

children in her classroom. So, in adetion to the direct service function

of the resource teach we have found this proam to be the most powerful

prevehtative force we have op.rating within our system.

140



Two years later we arc short on hard data, although we have standard

evaluation data available, but long on thr.: view that this concept is basic

and vital to ary effective change in a system - and here I'm speaking both

locally and universally - long overdue for change. lie found after the

first six months of the program that teachers and even principals lost just

who the former special education students had been without checking the

records. They were serviced heavily during the initial couple of months by

the resource teacher, but are rarely referred today. They have all exper-

ienced significant gains in academic achievement levels. There has not

been a referral of any one of then fcr psychological service based on

emotional or behavioral problems. We have seen significant growth in self-

image, in feelings of adequacy, and in a lessening of their previously mani-

fested feelings of isolation and aliehation from their pecrs. The resource

teachers are averaging from 60 to 150 referrals a school year, depending on

the size of the school. Arid yet, the number of referrals for service from

other system-Ade specialists has been cut 75%. And, speaking as a psychol-

ogist, prior to the time of having th:,s program in effect, we regularly

received as much as 75% inappropriate referrals for service --- usually

due simply to the fact that classroom teachers needed help with children,

end often telt frustrated as where to turn for that help. It has been a

tradition in public education, that if a child is experiencing problems

showing up in academic areas, then it is automatic to first request an

evaluation of intelligence. Also speaking from experience, it is a far

more valid observation that most classroom teachers have a good idea of

ability level in their students, and that problems children experience are

never, or at least rarely, as simple as a Binet score.

.1=11MINIS SINIP1111.11111.



We have come to the realization both subjective and objectively that

only in a very smE.11 minority of cases does a child need isolation and re-

moval from the mainstream of education. We acknowledge that those

situations do exist, and such plac2ment is necessary and beneficial to the

child. But special education as it has traditionally been progranved, has

become something quite different. It has become a place to put any child

that does not fit into the squared off standard lesson.plan. We believe

even that even the concept of having a curriculum, a program for the total

class is a serious fallacy. Within any "normal" classroom, you do not have

a bv7% of kids, all at grade level, all responding to teacher directed

education. You have 20, 25, or 30 individual children, with different talents,

different needs, and different learning styles. So where do you draw the

line as to exceptionality. In the recent years the areas of exceptionality

have reached a point that blue-eyed, right-handed children will need a class

to meet their needs also. I happen to be blue-eyed and right handed, and

I have SON2 skills and some deficiencies. But education means something

quite different to me. The resource teacher program has beer, the vehicle

for us in Falls Church, but the philosophy is basic. That each student is

an individual and education can only have meaning if we meet the needs of

that individual, not the needs of the large.: system, the administrators, or

other involved personnel.

I gave you some idea in the beginning of the uniqueness of our schools

system in terns of size. This means obviously that any philosophical

committment to a resource teach...,r concept has to be implemented differently

in systems larger and with different school populations and different

/7
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economic stardards. We also have a unique political system in our city

that results in vast changes in school policy when there is a change in

the political power structure - one of the disadvantages of being small.

At the present time we are experiencing serious problems in all service

programs due to such a political situation. All of this, however, does rot

to me in any way reflect on the validity of the basic concepts we are dis-

cussing here today. No matter what the present administrative philosophy

in a system may be, no matter what size the system, or the economic makeep

of the community, or the sociological and cultural complexion, some concepts

remain stable. The individual worth of the child, the existance of the

educational system for the child and his right to develop into a healthy,

adequate sensitive human being, and finally, and perhaps difficult to

stress enough, the concept that education should not under any justifi-

cation be allowed to in fact harm or in any way act to impair the child

in such developmert. In Falls Church we felt strongly that the trend

toward more and more it.olation and labeling of specific learning and

emotional problems, did, in fact, only act as a destructive force in the

lives of children. We are not, nor would we ever advocate lack of

attention and programming fDr emotional, behavioral and academic problems.

We merely say that instead of pressuring for more and more self-contained

classrooms, filled with children with similar problems, all conforming

the expectations that we are thus putting on them, wouldn't it make gore

sense and be much more human, to be puttirg that same amount of pressure,

time,:resources and planning into creating an atmosphere in regular

rooms where those same needs can be met, without such isolat4on, using

whatever resources may be necessary in terms of teacher training, uarapro-

fessional help, materials, and flexibility of planning.

12



You may choose to see such a philosophy as idealistic and totally

lacking in any practice. sense of what schools are all about. All I can

say is that this is why I'm here today - to say it can be done. All that

has to be done is to set some priorities on what it's all about - and to

whose needs come first.



The Diageostic leacher: The Role and the Requirements

Eleanor R. 1./.1vl

Alexandria City Public Schools, Virgir.la

When in the process of writing this speech, I found myself

moving in rather slow motion. Finally, I came to a complete

halt, asked myself what the problem was, and decided I, frankly,

wasn't very inspired to just sit down and write plain ordinary

words about my job. I had to choose word, and phrases and

expressions, but how can grammar and rhetoric reflect the

excitement of the job itself?

What could I do? I switched gears completely -- threw

down my pencil, crumpled my last piece of paper, tosse it in

the wastebasket, jumped up from my desk, headed for my car,

And took off for the country.

My driving time has always boon my thinking time, and this

day was no different. While driving, certain question.. kept

entering my mind, but they all boiled down to this. what

can I speak about that will prove most informative and

interesting?

I realized, during this little dr..ve of nine, that in planning

this talk, I was actually analyzing my own learning style.

What I discovered preyed to Le revealing and illuminating.

I have to have a plan of action exciting to me, and if I'm

not exoited, any raenIta / play obtain will end up as dull as
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a dead fish. I realized also that before I could begin any

project, my ideas first have to be conceptualized.

After c:Aming to these great cAlclusions, I turned around

and headed for the city again, hoping I had gotten enough

inspiration about myself to write this speech. But it wasn't

until I started the drive home that I figured out t.,,at after

apending so much time studying children's learning styles, I

rarely took a look at my owr.. Adults, just as children, have

individual learning styles; I have mine -- you have yours.

Just as I was pulling my car into the driveway, I fin:shed

o4tlining in ml own mind exactly what my learning style, as a

dipsenoptic teacher, was.

reptcied
This is what I 64eoeve*od about nyself in my role as a

diagnostic teacher. I'm always interested and 'nvolved with

the learning styles of children, aiming to share my understand-

thnothov.ip"s,01,,o,
ing of the child's learning stylest,with the classroom teacher

for implementation. I stay in constant touch with the referring

teacher from the time of referral until the case is closed.

I remain on the sciane to help determine the abilitieb,

strengths, needs, interests ei.nd learning modes of each child.

Maintaining the attitude that what's right rather than

what's wrong with the child is very important to me.
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Consequently, I try many different experimental approaches of

teaching to decide wnat can be done to solve academic and
ilvO*Tot5

behaviorel"prohplemli throtuh careful observation of the child's

learning or behavioral style.

I coordinate all services available for the 6tild within

the school, school system, and the community -- this is done

to insure all available muscle is mustered up for the berefit

of the child, and his needs are most effectively met.

I'm always on han6 to determine which materials and

techniques will be most successful for each referred child.

And, I also stay close to the ;:ase to help meet the needs 1-

th.s school staff, ass:.sting them in implementing new ideas aid

working out solutions to the "prnbl os" of the etudents they

refer.

lt.1.421u
To '.cork with children on a referral basis, I've found it beet

to learn to know the school srttiug. I observe Oe classroom

Interaction to understand the academic and social &landes of

the child's present environment. And, until both the classroov

toach?r and I are convinced the proMem is resolved, I stay

in constant communication with the nlassroom doing follow-up

observation.
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Also, as my drive out to tha country convinced me, I always

keei. in mind the fact that child or adult, every individual's

learning style is more unique than the next person's, and

no student ;should be made to teal different. So I encourage

the classroom teacher to make her definition of the "Norm" and tosPn-1`

, 1°X\
ftWide els possible, to keep the majority of her etudents in

the maintream.

Mr. P..outy has already discussed the specific steps of the

model and the diagnostic teacher's mode of functioning within

it.

You have alrealy gathered, 1 imagine, that the rapport

between the classroom teacher and the diagnostic teacher is

almost of prime importance. So, at the beginning of each

school year I send a letter to each teacher Vhich may interest

yout

Dear Teacher;

1. This year, the diagnostic classroom will have
books and literature on hard which are up to date,
potentially helpful and amazingly enough, INTERESTING!
Some of the books housed in the Diagnostic classroom
are 36 Childten. Illac%Rage, Letter to a Teacher,
GrowingAILAbsurd, Summerhill, Growing Up Black,
Schools gthout FailurAL etc. IL you'd like a book
that I don'i: have hero, I'll do all I can to get it.
Too, if you'd like further information about the abovo-
mentioned books, I'll ba glad to expound.

2. The Diagnostic classroom will again serve to
set up a student tutoring-tutee service for those who
desire it. IL you have a child interested in tutoring
or a child that you feel would respond positively to a
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tutor, just whistle. Please keep in mind the fact
that some of our best tutors have had either behavioral
or academic troubles in class, and too, that improvement
in class was noted in many cases when these children
were given the opportunity to tutor - especially when
the classroom teacher set her particular requirements
for the tutor.

3. The Diagnostic classroom door is always open.
Feel free to drop in on a class when the mood strikes
you, to borrow materials or just talk. When observing
a class, bo sure to ask any questions you have about
what my plan of action was, aims, etc., when class is
over.

4. Lists',' below are some activities that you
may be interested in. Please check any areas that you
are interested in. Iii the demand is great enough, the
below mentioned will DO set up.

a. Teacher Workshops where mutual concerns,
insights, particular trouble spots can be
shared and aired.

b. Workshops set up to demonstrate Glasser's
(Schools Wtnout Failure) open-ended class-
room discussions. H's class discussions
detl with either the academic or behavioral
areas in a problem solving way.

c. Material Center Demonstration Preferably we
can set this up here at school. If not, we
can use the G. W. University facinties.
P.S. - materials, tGo, can be borrowed from
the G. W. material center for 2 or 3 weeks for
your classea.

d. Films - There are Iota of new films available
which deal with many areas and issues in
education. A list of films that I can get
will be on hand in my room. Please add names
of those films that you have heard about and
would be interested 4n me getting.

e. Speakers. These speakers will be peopLJ from
the community who work in the areas of mental
health, community, reading relations, drugs,
discipline, dissent, and also those people in
the schools and out who a-e exporimetting with
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new ideas and approaches.

As I've already said, I have to be personally excited

about my mission to make it successful. So, I have decided

"WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE IT", and, I should add, this is a

purely personal bias.

I'm a constant experimenter. I get bored wAth sameness;

I like change. Hew often have I said to myself: "The

furniture has to be rearranged again -- it bores me the way it

is". I often do things differently, and this aspect of my

personality is also reflected in the classroom. I could not

possibly do the same things day by day and year by year.

Reetitious:activities and sameness turn me off just as quickly

as they turn off the children £'m trying to help.

I'm also a fighter. I'm used to functioning in rough

situations, and, for better or worse, I always stay in and

fight.

Even though I think quitting is the easy way out, I'm

introspective. Somehow, in the middle of my fights I always

end up asking mycelft "Could it be that I'm the ono out of

step, and not the the guy?". Sri, I often look at myself,

question my methods, try to hono3tly mops ray strengths and

troublespots, and move from theta to effect a change within

myself.



But, don't think I'm so introspective that I fail to move.

I'm a constant striver, waking up some mornings and saying to

myself: "Today I'll tackle Mount Everest". I try to do !tore

and more to make things better and better, but I'm rarely

fully satisfied with things as they are -- even after I've

just finished doing something myself. I am constantly refining

and readjusting what I'm doing.

And although X'm always questioning and changing styles,

and alt lough I'm haiAly ever content with tho way things are,

I can also honestly say that I'm a true people liker -- not

a Garbo at all. I zn,ke friends easily, and I always try to

put others quickly at ease perhaps because I know what it is

like to feel uncomfortable. In my role as a diagnost::c teacher,

I continually try to see the value and worth in others, and

stay aware of my oo'n imperfections. But although I }:now

others can do many things bette: than I can, I accept myself

for what I am, even when I goof, arrdt-Lveereeepted-64LaalLiQL

VtrertIem-- always trying to be as true to myself as possible.

I feel competent enough to carry out my role as a diagnostic

teacher, and, I'm a real job lover -- something I think every

one who Fone,hapt. oovocilly AiAgnoctir torwohorA, met be able

to say.
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With all this, add a pinch of compulsiveness. I've got

to make a new list of current things to do, and check them

off right now. Add when everything on the list is checked

off, there's always a new list to take its place. With this

compulsiveness, I feel every diagnostic teacher should be

driven to finish everything that is started.

So these qualities -- being a constant experimenter, a

fighter, introspective, striving, a people liker, a job

lover, and compulsiveness -- all add up, I think, to making

a good diagnostic teacher.

I remember my intern teacher told me, jokingly, that my

compulsiveness and list-keeping was one thing about me she'd

never forgot. She also realized that without my lists I'd be

at
completely lost. The lists help me know where everything is --

a most important prerequisite for any diagnostic teacher.

Now to show you what I mean, here's a lint of my activities

during a recent day of teaching. I've titled this "Oae Page

From the Diary of a Mad Diagnostic Teacher".

8100 a.m. -- Pcepare for the diy.

1. Check out previewer from library.

2. Get art paper from art room.

3. Design a sounc worksheet.
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4. Check with Miss Avender concerning need for
upper grade helper today.

U:40 -- Write notes of clay to teacher re:

1. Setup conference time to discuss how a finished
prescription is working with one of the students
referred to me.

2. Sharing of information gathered in diagnostic
class so that the teacher can try 3.t out.

3. A convenient time to observe: a boy with whom I
had worked earlier to see uhy in the last two days
he has refused to do his maths better have a follow-
up conference with the teacher about my observations
and suggestions.

4. A follow-up form that hasn't been handed in by a
teacher.

5. A time to discuss a trouble spot stated on a follow-
up form.

With the letter writing ovor with, at 9:15 a group of

ntudents comes in. I check my list again to see what my plan

of action with these children is.

At 10:50, I'm busy writing reports on how the stdents

reacted, and if they didn't, why not. I stress their strengths,

their academic interests and other interest areas. from my

written comments, I plan for tomorrow, and formulate the

approaches I'm going to use. From my files and plans and lists

and test results and observations, the prescription will bo

writl-nn for the cleseruom teacher. FS oing a former classroom

teacher myself, I try, when possible, to make suggestfkons easily

adaptable to the normal class framework, At times, however,

the idea is new end unique, so I plan to story on hand to help
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the classroom teacher implement it when necessary.

Finally, 11:50. Where clic', the morning go? Time for one

of those delicious school lunches.

12:20 is follow-up time. Here's what my list says:

1. Check on last graduating group's progress.

2. See if the classroom teachersiracf-ually
implementing my prescription:)

3. What* the student's' responses and reactions
in the above-mentioned clas3roorna4f.e- like?

4. Ace any readjustments necessary?

Not much more time in the school day by now, at 2:00

I'm busy with an observation of a newly referred child, th

his classroom setting. I check the student's responses, see

what turns him on, note the teacher's method of working with

the child.

Of course, as you might have gathered, after my observations,

I'm busy again iting lists -- noting in writing (so I won't

forget) what I've just finished during the observation and

follow -upS.

At 2:50 I'm involved with a teacner In a follow-up

ccnference. After that sessicn, natoral1y, I'm jotting down a

list cf trouhlespotl and altrnativc solutions. if the teacher

makes any suggestions, that gets noted also.



It's 3:15, prescription writing time. I gather all my

notes together and write my recommendations. About two hours

later, I give my report to the office secretary to type. There

will be three copies: one for the principal, one for the

teacher, and one for my files.

Finally, I'm in my car, driving home. Driving time for

me, you'll recall, is my thinking time. An:, after a eNyiS

work. I usually ask myself: "how did I get into thio job

anyhow?".

After seven very enjoyable years as a classroom techer,

nearing the "untrustable" age of 30, I look a course in aril 1-

respdAte teaching offered to W.exaneria teachers. There I

heard there would be openings in this position in Alexandria.

So, of course, I started calling the personnel office to find

out whether I could get the job. Finally, after being tired

of hearing my voice over the phone, I was granted an interview

for the je:.

They called the position a "Diagnostic Teacher", and, of

course, I didn't realize that that wasn't the same thing I just

finished my course in. I did finally get the wasseqe that I was

in a totally diferent bag after I formally accepted the job.
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I was in my car again, criving home from the personnel

office, thinking, and getting a wonderful case of palpitations

because I vasn't sure I could handle the requirements of my

new job. So, using the logic I have formulated for solving such

ideas that hit me while driving, I decided to call Mr. Prouty

at George Washington University -- figuring that if I couldn't

solve the problem, maybe someone else could.

Mr. Pr:outy was a great help. He told me he doubted that I

could handle the job without further training. Just what I

needed. 1 called another teacher in the Alexandria School

System who was already acting as a diagnostic teacher, and she

was specially trained for the job.

Many hints were given, but few concrete answers. The other

diagnostic teacher whom I had called proved to be my savior:

She pointed out that diagnostic teachers not only teach

experimentally and creatively, they must think creatively and

innovate on their own.

64441,r,o .

Would I do it again without special training? Unequivocally

NO It's nice to know what it's 0.1 about before it hits you

square hotween he oyc. Anti *Pith het trAininej, Vol% ere

initially fa/ more effective.
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A Master's in Diagnostic teaching earned in the evenings,

afternoons and summer. The training program for Diagnostic

Prescriptive Teachers at George Washington University involves

3 major componanta. FJ.rst, training in perceptual psychology

and humanistic education; second, training and experience in

educationAkiagnost4 and individual instruction; tAird,

extensive field work as a diagnostic prescriptive teacher under

supervision and operating independently an a diagnostic

prescriptive teacher. Basic goals of program are to train

a school based educational consultaxj who can function as a

charge agent to assist regular classroom teachers in providing

successful educational experiences for a broad spectrum of

children, including many who would heretofore have been viewed

as exceptional, requiring special education services and

placement outside the regular classroom. The program leads

to a Mater of Arts And can 1e completed in one academic year

t,r ox nprroximAtnly two yearn of part-time

study.

Do I like the job. It's really my thing!

In September of l90, my tirut month of diagnostic

teaching, I ,ound myself with the worst -:ace of stomach

cramps imaginable. But, at least I wasn't in my car, and I

havo to think about my fate too much -- I just made up

a Aittle Stst of thir..;a I hma Fn An. And tint- to work.
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Effectiveness of Resource Rooms for Children with S.L.D.

Lawrence H. Weiner
Barrington Public Schools, Rhode Island

trS1T.ACT:

Children diagnosed as having specific leer.,,ng eisebilities

were placed in a resource room structure to attempt to alleviate

their learning problems. Four teachers constituting four separate

methodologies were utilized on a tutorial tasis so a' to emphasize

the program structure and not, particularly, the spct.ific techniques.

Academic skills, visi!;)-rotor perception and self - perception were

evaluated by test-retest. Favorable significant differences etre

found supporting the resource poor tutorial plau rather than creciffc

cethods.



SUMMARY

This stud/ attennts prirarily to indestigate the value of

rescu: e rooms approach to the problems of education of neuro-

logically inpaire-1 as opposed to the special class. A resource

room is a specially staffed and eguirded room designed to lend

supportive assistance to students and teach.,s and not designed

to function as a full-day classroon.

An artifact of this study was to establish, also, that through

this method, more children nay be served just as effectively and

that specific techniques are not the sole apswer to methodology;

hut, rather,a widely varied or pragmatic approach is more useful.

Seventy -two children were placed in this program on the basis

of screening procedures ich included the following aspects:

1) psycholooical diagnoses, 2) social case work-up, 3) an educa-

tional evaluation, ') pediatric neurological examination, and

5) psychiatric diagnosis.

;;hillier, selected for this ptoora-r, displayed the classis symptoms

of neurological Impaitirent: 1) hyperactivit:!, 2) disassociation,

3) figure background reversals, 4) distractibility, 5) perseveration,

and 6) behavior disorders. Further, each child has at least average

or better intellectual capacity but was sericwsly underachieving at

a viniral rate of one grade below age -gradc placr_.nent. finally, all

children placed in this prograo had failed the last grade attended

due to specific learning disabilities. Widren ranged In chono-

logibai age from 7--12, in grade placement fron 1--6, 1.Q.'s fron

90--130.



An additional major aspect of procedure was to estaulish the

functional rele of the resource inoi-1. 1 e resource roo:1 was designed

tc serve as a so:,portive ,nether of treating oisonilities.

The YO(66 were staffed with a teacher certified in the causation of

neurologically ilipaimd. Children ore seen on a tutorial and scrd-

tutorial te.sis for one-half to we hour periods, ranging from as

little as one a day up to as ''!Ch as a simila vaunt of tine five

times a week. the subjects were seen singly or it groups of two or

three but net in excess of this nuuber. friphasis in the resource

situation was placeC on: 1) highly individualized and "tailor-made"

teaching techniques, 2) supplementary instruction in areas of diag-

nosed learning Oseilities, 3) reduction and rewdiation of the

symptom of nourological iupairrent and their effect on learning,

and 4) successful acAevenent in school. 7!etods utilized by

teachers were specifically .ct prr2scriterf tO as a eke it possible

to evaluate th^ :ffectiveness of the resource rim technique rather

Ulu) a so,cific

Evaluation was designed FO as to n.easure differences in three

basic areas: achiewrent, ViSA0-701.3r ..)orceitlon, and body image/

self perception. Achieve:rent veasures dtiliz,N4 the spollirq, arith-

retie, and reading sections of the W1 VlIn. Test.

The Bender-Gestalt Test was a.,:iAistereJ to cv:..1:3t,:' changes in Vilj0-

rotor perception. Finally, the brave A Person Test Was utilized as a

test of Cody ifage 4119 s.7If-1:ru.otin. All throe tests *ere given

at this ons...t and close of the school yLiir, oroviclin a ten-month



interval between test-retest.

Favorable significant differences in performance were found

in all academic areas an perception. t!() difforecce teas found in

k.ody image/self-perception skills. Thus, the conclusion was drawn

that a resource room tutorial plan, without reaard to methodology,

is an effective and economical means of working with the learning-

disabled child.
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Grass Root Problems in Diagnosis

Marjorie Crick

Palm Beach County Schools

My assignmr,nt today is "Grass Root froblems i.n Diagnosia" with instructions

"to tell it 1,3 it is.':

Zr trying to work through this peler, I felt I wanted )pintons from our

administrators in different parts of our country. I sent S. O. S. messages to

15 administrators in 15 different states and everyone of them responded with

their ideas. I wanted to mention this as an example of cooperation and dedica-

tion of the personnel heading Exceptional Child Education Programs. This went

out in the fall which is one of the busiest times of the year. Nothing is too

much for these fine people. All found time to respond.

Recently I found this story which explains to me hew and why these people

always come thrsgh. There wera two trees. Their root systems could have been

quite similar. They were stout the same size saki age. One grew t.t en area where

violent wind storms were rare. One grew in an area where strc"g winds were

commonplace. The trees responded by sending their roots down to withstand the

area winds. One day there were very severe wind storms in both areas. The tree

where violent winds were rare blew down at the beginning of the storm. The second

tree with the strong deep root system, which it had developed, rode through the

storm. It lost a few blenches but basically it was intact. To me this demonstrates

our administrators. All have Acep root systems dtveloped. They have weathered

many violent storms, but this has made them strong. Even they can survivg ea

opinion poll sent to this just before the Christmas holidays.

Following is a summary of what they ace telling us:

The problems were rpite whether the program was in the east, vest,

north, or south. The .;edlcAtion of administrators was the same. Not one said

anything about giving up, or I am just going to let everything slide. All had

positive ideas.
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There were concerns about I. Q. scores. The following is frm Exceptional

Children Educatioals_aeration Assistance, published and edited by Dr. Horace

Mann. This Jewel is from the April 1970 issue:

"The meaning of I. Q. scores The long debate en these topics still con-

tinues. Here is an 8-point refresher course on current views:

1. More and more psychologints new say that I. Q. (Intelligence Quotient)

tests are misnamed. They do not measure a mystical factor called intelligence,

with which a child is supposedly endowed at birth. They test a child's ability t'

perform tasks required of him in school. Mat is why Robert L. Thorndike, co-

author of the Lorge-Thorndlke tests, calls them "scholastic aptitude" rather than

I. Q. tests. Yet many laymen are convinced that a low I. Q. means a child was

born stupid -- that his "intelligence" is 135 fixed as blue eyes or curly hair.

They don't realized that an I. Q. can chrnpe and be changed.

2. Laymen are not alone in th,?ie tendency to over - stress the meaning of

I. Q. test results. Teachers and school administrators often base their thinking

, and fLeling about youngsters on their I. Q.'s ....even :hough the 1. Q. is a weak

meacore of ability to achieve, grow, And make a contribution to society.

3. Labelling of students has a direct effect on their learning progress.

Recent studies have shown this quite clearly. In one experiment, low-I.Q. children

were placed in a clals with a teaLee who knew n'Jthing about them, and so projected

no negative feelings about their ability to learn. Student I. Q.'s went up markedly.

4. J. P. Cuildord, top authority in this field, believes he can identify

80 different kinds of abilities involved in humps: intelligence...and says that

today's scholastic aptitude tests measure vt.ry feu of them. Such qualities as

leadership, creativity, and .enthusiasm, for examply, are not revealed by I. Q. tests.

Point to rememb..r: An I. Q. test is a severely restricted measure of a child's

capabilit:et.
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5. In spite of their weaknesses, sei,oletatic .eats give educators valuable

clues. They measure the ability to see role-ler:ships between abstract ideas, which

is importaAt for academic success. One expert says he has found them to be "ex-

tremely goad predictors of success not only in school but also in society.''

6. Zany have attacked i. Q. tests as unfair to disadvantaged youngsters

because their language experiences are meager. Aa a result, attempts have been

made to give minority children a fair chance by presenting questions pictorially,

or in nonverbal forms. These, too, are criticized. One teat directcr said that

a test that was completely "culture-fair" to black or poor children would have

little to do with language or learned :kills, so would have little value for

teachers.

Is intelligence inherited or developed? On this point hot contro-

versy. A profersor of psychology at the University of Illinois sees two kinds of

intelligence: fluid intelligence, which he believes may be innate: and crystalized

intelli,sence, which is shaped by the individual's experiences.

8. Nvw ways of discovering a student's intellectual abilities have been

suggested. Ore authority says we need tests that will show teachers what kinds

of instruction each child responds to best: discovery or rote learning, vizusl or oral.

Another wants a test that will reveal why some children have low scholSetic apti-

tude, so their problems can be corrected
in the survey

Near the top of the list of concerns cited/was the scarcity of diagnosticians.

There just were not enough. To help solve this were some suggestions:

l. Differentiated diagnostic personnel.

Several years ago when Dr. Lloyd Dunn was still with George Peabody College,

he said Special Ed,lcation teachers must know more *bout testing. They should be

able to do some testing.
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Then we have the psychometrist who has his part. Then we have the

school psychologist w;.o heads the school test ;ng team. Each must learn more

about their job and learn how to support the other.

There must be the team approach with respect for 111 disciplines. The

teacher must have confidence in the testing and diagnostic personnel and like-

wtse the testing and diagnostic personnel must h.e confidence in the teacher.

Each wishes to do his or her job well, but basically many times each feels he

is fighting this battle alone.

To help overcome this, we must set up in each community an on-going

inservite training program. By working together toward a common goal, there

will be better understanding and respect. Some of the things they will find out

Is that both have good training, both know what they are talking about, and both

have a common goal to help tne youngsters they are working with.

In thip training our universities will become involved. This gives us an

opportunity to show them what we truly need, and what they need to do to better

prepare their graduates to meet this challenge.

After the testing, the report must be written in meaningful educational

terms. The teacher must have something on which she can base her planning. Many

times she just receives in the report a repeat of the problems she related when

she requested the testing. These same problems are just rewritten in psychological

terms. This shows the importence of keeping the pipe Une open. The teacher

should have no hesitancy in conferring with the testing specialist and telling

him the report is of little help to her in planning an educatior.al program for

this youngster. The testing specialist truly wants to help and get to the teacher

reports that will help. The teacher must be able to tell him the type of a report

that will assist her. The teacher may need more training to be able to do this.
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The psychologists ane other testing personnel have their problems, too.

We mentioned befo...e the time limitations and scarcity of personnel. On top of this,

many have a type of quota pla,:ed on them, such as requiring them to see "x"

number of students in "y" number of hours and writing "xy" :lumber of evaluations.

Another item which revealed itself many times in the survey was the con-

flicting reports from evaluating personnel. This confuses people working with

these children. Again, I feel working and studying together will lessen this

problem.

One very crucial item is the time delay between the referral and the

time the testing is dcAla end the report received. The teacher has the child

every day and if the repot": comes in six months later, its value is lessened.

Again, this brings home the point that the tea.'her needs help now. The teacher

must know what will help her. She still has to meet and solve moat of the

roblem-. No one can wave a magic wand ar.1 change the stu.1.,nt in a day.

All teachers, not just Exceptional Child Education teachers, need exper-

ience in exceptional child education in their training. This can't start too early.

While students are in high school, they can profit from experience with these

youngsters. When they go to college, they should have scheduled time with this

program in freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years, regardless of the area

of teaching they enter. In this way, perhaps we can put over the idea of early

diagnoste fcr children with problems. We can do more with prevention and have

less to do with solving problems.

In teacher training we should have more emphaJis on theory of learning,

how children learn, and how we can foster a climate conducive to learning, then

learn how to apply what they have learned. We yould improve seteices to children

507. if we used what we know about them. The theory and practice are still not

*1
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one. They should be melded and come out with a positive plan.

Another common concern was the failure of parents to carry through on

their part of the planned program. Sometimes they feel helpless, lost, and

very frustrated. We cannot expect them to do everything at once, but if we can

zero into a few simple principles at first we may make progress. We must keep

communications open between school and parents. Be sure tile parent understands

seLat you expect him to do. The parent must feel secure in the school situation.

You, the teacher must do this. Keep the confidence,- -4 the parents. Respect

the parents' ideas. You must know what tley expect of you. You may not always

agree, but keep an open mind and explore what they are saying. Basically, ycu

have the sane goal - to help youngsters.

Another item of concern is research. There is a leek of research at the

grass roots. It is felt too much comes from the university level and the inci-

dence is often small and has little bearing on the problems in public schools.

Again, we need the combination of skills of the team to accomplish better

research. Research is often fragmentary. It should be on-going, moving into

follow-up and accountability. This is the only way we can be cure we have worth.

while programs. The day is over when we can make glib statements such as "We

have programs which develop better citizens" or "My students are veil! happy."

We need something more tangible.

All of us know we should have early diagnosis. We know there should be

better diagnosis in the low prevalence exceptionalities, such as the deaf blind.

We know rapid program growth has given us some poorly trained personnel who have

come through crush training programs. We also know the tools in the hands of the

diagnostician are not the best but they do tell us many things about youngsters.

I believe it is our responsibility to have a plan for diagnosis. In this
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plan we should put ell the "know how" that is available. Then we should take a

hard look at our community and dig in. If we dent have everything available,

let us study closely every resource we do have and use it. Then teke another

look and see what can be done to get the rest of our plan.

I would like to tell you about a project we worked out in Palm Beach County

using the resources we had available. We were finally able to expand our programs

for Educable Mentally Retarded students to the secondary level.

The average drop-out level in the secondary school was about 207.. We felt

we must know what this new program for Educable Mentally Retarded .eas really do.

ing. We felt it was good; the teachers and admi,"strstora liked it; the parents

were encouraged and we seemed to detect a new ,Interest in our students.

In the fall of 1968 we checked out every student who had been enrolled

and found out if he were back in school this September. We found out the drop-out

percentage was 12%. This involved 16 schools and 342 students. This looked pretty

good when plbred side by side the average drop-out of 20%.

We then took a closer lock and found there was a big difference in the

numbers who dropped out in certain schools. We visited these schools, talked with

the administrators and deans, teachers, and students. We studied the curriculum

for the Educable Mentally Retarded and how it related to the rest of the school

program. We used the know-how of every staff member we could solicit. We had

parent meetings and explained what we were trying to do, and explained to them

their on and daughters could succeed in this prcgram and could graduate. All

the time we were working with the students. The students were not quite so sure

we really meant what we were saying. They were afraid at the last minute they would

be caught short and would not graduate. We had to reassure them, not only at the

end of each semester, but sometimes week by week and some few needed daily reassurance.
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These youngster: were in the cooperative program of Vocational Rehabilitation,

Exceptional Child Education, and regular school programs. It was truly a great

day when the first group graduated with the regular graduating class.

We have continued this study. In the 1969-70 school year, our drop-out

rate was 2.77.. In 1970-71, it is 2.37.. This is an example of using the re-

sources at hand, pooling every professional we could find, hours of inservice

training for teachers, psychologists, principals and deans. Each student was

studied in his home school setting.

Why was this experience in accountability useful to us?

1. We improved programs and kept students in school.

2. They were holding down jobs when they graduated. (This was part of the plan.)

3. The citizens were aware of the program. They were providing the jobs.

4. A big help at budcet time. Money is scarce in our county. Every dollar

is scrutinized. With this report, we expanded our program.

5. We were able to get good recognition with the plant planning people,

both local and state. Ve have utll-planned suites in plans of each

new building to be built in Palm Beach County.

6. We are definitely a part of the County School System, and not something

over in the corner.

do not have Utopia. We are allowing how a little better diagnosis, a

little bettt: team plan and action can bring positive responses.

In closing, I would say:

1. Make your Master Plan.

2. Plan for inservice for all disciplines working with you.

3. Bring your universities in. Show them what you need and why.

s<9



With the talents and hard work of many people, we shall be able to do

more for these students who have special needs.

'10



The Intervention Teacher and Aide: Contemporary Educators for Resolving and Preventing School

Disruption arid Violence

Uerbert L. Foster

State University of New York, Burn, lo

Increasingly, each cay brings additional reports' of uncontrolled

aggression aid violence in our public schools. And, each day un-

controlled aggression and violence interrupts instruction, thereby

depriving innumerable youngsters of their right to an education.

According to Owen B. Kiernan's Forward to Stephen K. Bailey's report

of urban school disruption, "The disruption of education in our high

schools is no longer novel or rare. It is current, it is widespread,

and it is serious."1

Unquestionably, some of the aggression and violent behavior

is caused by classroom and school processes, However, reporting

also suryests that -.Yome of the anressive and violent behavior

exhibited in our schools by a minority of youngsters is of an extra-

territorial nature and originates with outside of the school fears,

conflicts, and frestratio.s.

Additionally, school personnel vary in their ability to cope

with negative aggressive behavior. The amount of aggressive and

violent disruptive behavior varies from school to school and area

to area. It also appears as though vome school ad-91nistrators and

teachers have the ability to minty-An the negative effects of agL,res-

sion and violence on the teaching ani learning in their schools.

Consequently, in sore schools, problers of aggression and violence

can be minimized, ..411.1e in others the problems are too great.

14 educators .appear to respond with either of three tradition-

ally punitive alte -natives to these increasing preb1ers of physical

attacks on school personnel and students, school disruptions, racial

disruptions and confrontations, shakedowns, false fire alarms, bomb

scares, stealing, zrd the various other discipline concerns that

interfere with instruction.



The first response is the increasing cry for the return to

"corporal punishment," more school suspensions, in-school deten-

tions, and expulsions. ;he second response is to ignore all pre-

liminiary signs of ir: nding disorder in the hope that the problem

and/or what is causing it will dissipate. The third response,

usually after the disruption and violence has erupted, is to call

the police.

The police presence, however, in turn, often creates addit4onal

problems. Their presence may not only provoke further disorder,

but, and more importantly, regardless of how unsafe and unmanage-

able the school situation that required police, the students',

and often, the community's esteem for the school staff deteriorates

when the police arrive. It is analogous to the teacher :yho could

neither discipline nor motivate his class and had to call for help

with discipline. Any respect students had for this teacher dwindles

every time the outside authothy arrives.

"In the present school setting, except in the case of the most

calamitous emergencies, adoption of unimaginative and traditional

control devices seems to produce perverse and contraproductive

results. Tensions and violence tend to be increased rather than

reduced; basic constitutional rights, involving brIth substantive

and procedural 'due process,' tend to be violated, thereby increasing

the feeling of all too many young people that they arc victim2- of

authoritarian whim, not subjects of the equitable law that in civics

classes they are asked to reverence."2

As a consequence, and because we just do not have enough personnel

who can cope with either aggression ard violence or lower-class physi-

calness, it is imperative that we develop new staff and techniques

47



to positively prevent and/or cope with this negative aggression and

violence that has been interfering with instruction and for which

we have been calling the police. Some urban schools, such as the

New York City public schools, have school guards in civilian dress

with the right to make arrests. The security guards receive 30

hours of training but do not carry guns.3 At Detroit's Kettering

Senior High School specially trained youthful and better educated

"Detroit Ranters" are assigned permanently.4 In California, at

Berkeley High School's West Campus, county aides dress youthfully

and casually)patrolling the Hallways, outside yard areas, and bath-

rooms.
5

Boston has plainclothes firemen, policemen, and truant

officers patrolling certain schools as a "last resort" to deal with

school uisruption .

6 Unarmed security guards dressed in brown blazers

with breast pocket identifying insignia patrol the halls of certain

Detroit public schools.
7

Chicago employs a 450-man security force

that tries to be a "preventive" rather than an "oppressive force."8

Recently, a "Safe Schools Act" was introduced in the souse. "The

bill proposes teat Federal funds be channeled P..ectly to school

districts, her they weulti ie used for expansion and training of

security _,.Lards, patros, parent patrols, surveillance Lnd alarm

systems, student i4cntification badges and other measures,"8

These positions appear to be based upon a police-oriented security

guard model and their supervision and direction appears to come from

former police of!Acers. To offset this trend, re educators rust

oevelop an cducatfo :r professional - The INTERVENIENIST AND

1NfERVENTIONISI AIDE - latid on an educational model. It is irpera-

tire that this personnel redel he .".cveloped frorl an,educational rodel

rather than from a police-oriented reiel. Although based on an



educational model, the Interventionist must be capable of intervening,

preventing, and/or coping with the most wanton acs of student or

non-student, but school centered, disruption and violence.

We do have the beginning of such an educational model in special

education and in innumerable inner-city schools. The Interventionist

is a more contemporary eiucator and para-prc ssional developed from

Morse's Crisis Teacher's role.1° Although there is little in the

literature that deals with educatorsslcoping with and preventing

real violence,11 we have many years of unreported expertise and

experience developed by those working with aggressive acting-out

youngsters.

The meager reporting appears to have cone about because too

many in leadership positions in special education end cducation in

general Nave either been unaware of or refuse,.1 to recognize the

reality of the negative aggression and violence ill many of our class-

rooms. Whetaer they have acted from political, psychological, or

for other reaoas is an area ripe for spoculaiion and research.

Typical of this inability to recognize and come to grips with reality

was Eosley Cro:ther's 1955 review of the movie "The Blackboard Jungle"

wherein he wrote:

"Evan Hunter's 'Blackboard Jungle,' which :ells a vicious and

terriiying talc or rappant heallmisn and erWnality a,.7.ong

the students in a large city vocational training school, was

sersational and controversial when it appeared as a rovc) last

fall. It is sure to be equally sensation.-.1 and controversial,

now that it is Vie(' into a film.

"for this dral of juvenile delin;uer.cy in a high school,

which. . .is no tc7perate or restrained repert on a state of



affairs that is disturbing to educators and social workers

today. It is a full-throated, all-out testimwial to the

lurid headlines that appear from time to time, reporting acts

of terrorism and violence by uncontrolled urban youths. It

gives a block.: 7.irdling, nightmarish picture or monstrous dis-

order in n public school. .*,vd it leaves one wondering wildly

whether such out-of-hand horrors can be. .
1412

At the titue of the review, I had started my teaching career

in the New York City "600" schools and was experiencing the inci-

dents depicted in the movie. Soon afterward Ambassador Luce pre-

vented the movie from being shown in an Italian film festival. It

is also interesting to note that in all of the school upheavals

these past few years, the vocational high schools have been rela-

tively free of disruption. Possibly, despite the movie and we

academicians, the vocational school people recognized and solved

their problems.

Ignoring the reality of school violence vas continued Shen -lh

1:1
Fred HechingerIP-w:to-also should-know-better, reviewedithe movie

version of "Vp the Down Staircase" 1S6l -and wrote:

"Perhaps part of the answer is that school people are relieved

to see that earlie, motion picture image of 1955 - 'Blackboard

Jungle' - supersede; by something less sensational, more holest.

At the ti_:!e of this violence-packed 'portrayal' of an alleged

vocational schc.ol, the 'New York limes' film critic Bosley

Crowthcr said: 'And it leaves re wondering wildly ul)ether such

out-of-hand horrors can be.'"13

That is even more startling is that in the literature on the

preparation of teachers for the emotionally disturbrd, there is



Gn absence of any realistic mention of educating teachers to cope

with aggressive and violent behavior.

Hence, the subject has been denied and hidden and many workers

have developed feelings of guilt and despair, not to mention the

millions cf children who have been denied an education as a result

of classroom disruptions. And, because the problem persists and

is not recognized, we have not been able 'o work toward its reso-

lution. I must emphasize that the Interventionist's education and

responsibilities will ?mpho.nize early intervention and resolution

of problems before they escalate into c?:isis,

I have developed the Interventiorist concept from 16 years

of almost daily personal experience with negative aggression and

violence in the New York City "600" day and institution schools

as well as a short period with the Junior Guidance Classes Program.

In the past three-and-one-half years at the State University of

hew York at Flffalo, I have spent at least one day per week in inner-

city secondary schools.

In my last two years in the "600" schools, I acted in the role

of an Interventionist and helped eradicate corporal punishment.

Today, in that particular "600" school th.cough the Interventionist

philosophy, the level of negative aggression and violence has been

lowered, if not erased. Additionally, at the State University of

New Y.-6; at Buffalo, we conducted a course to prepare professionals

to work with aggressive and violent youngsters and helped develop

further the Interventionist prototype.14

The Interventionist's responsibility would include: a) getting

to know staff and students; b) becoming sensitive to the early warning

signals of impending overt aggressive behavior; c) crilming and talking



with children on the verge of losing control or who have lost control

and are interfering with instruction or beconing a physical threat

to themselves, a teacher, or peer; d) replacins police in the halls

and/or, hopefully, make their presence unnecessary; and e) developing

reciprocal communication liAs with all community groups. The em-

phasis will be on intervention and resolution of problems and returning

the youngster to ciass end/or preventing any interruption of instruction.

The education of the Interventionists iniolves expertise in the
and

two broad areas of: 1) verbal, non-verbal, psychological
philosophy;

intervention and management concepts, techniques; and 2) non-

punitive physical intervention techniques. The Interventionist's

education will emphasize amelioration and reeolution through verbal

and psychological intervention techniques rather than through physical

intervention.

Intervention Teachers and Intervention Aides should operate

in integrated tcans oi two or three. The teams should be integrated

as to sex, and the ethnic or racial background reflected in the

school's student population. Interventionists will neither carry

sidearms nor clubs. Additionally, they will be in civilian dress.

The responsibilities and expectations of the Interventionist's

role will depend upon each sch) situation. Obviously, the pro.

fessional capabilities and expectations required of inner-city school

Interventionists will differ, to some extent, frcn the ca,7abilities

and expectations revired of as institutionally based Interventionist

or an Interventionist working in a day school for the ery)tionally

disturbed. interventionists shenid be teachers or guidcnce counselors.
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Verbal., Non- Verbal, and PsychoIngical Intervention and.Management

Concepts, TeehninyPs and Philosophy.

In working with others, the Interventionist's feelings, emotions,

and attitudes will play an ittportant role in the way he relates to

each situation. Therefore, the first step to educating the Inter-

ventionist to work with others is to help him recognize and under-

stand his emotions, feelings, and attitudes.

The Interventionist's education will include discussions and

readings of student problems and incidents, worker introspection,

and the emotional aspects of his role in working with normal, dis-

ruptive, and aggressive students. An overview of the professional

literature related to counseling, emotionally disturbed and socially

maladjusted students, and life space interviewing will also be in-

cluded. Particular emphasis will be placed upon historical and

contemporary discussions of how one van or worm's action either

calmed or exacerbated a particularly volatile situation. Addition-

ally, the history of Amcrican violence will be studied as related

to ethnic, religious, political, economic, racial, and anti-radical

violence, as well as violence in the name of law, order, and morality.

Also role playing to discuss and discover the many behaviors that

caa be used in preventing, managing, and mediating crisis situations.
zA (kV% v%

A'he Interventionist will .a.lso be educated to differentiate

between ghetto rhetoric and a real threat, as well as becoming con-

versant in black dialect nr any of the standard or non-standard

dialects spe%on by the ethnic, religious, or racial minoirities

located in his school.
15

Th: Interventionist will be well versed in first aid techniques.

Fe will also be educated to "sniff out" the pot snoker and also



educated to differentiate between the alcoholic, drug or acid high.

Interventionists will also be educated to counsel and refer F.tudents

on any of a myriad of problems. Some Interventionists should also

be certified teachers, .r..)r the need may arise for the: Interventionist

'9 0'; --
to remain with the class while the teacher leaves to talk with the

The history of the ,vnTibutions lo America of the roligiou5,
disruptive child. ethnic, and racial minorities also will be included.

Particular emphasis will be placed upon the life style of the group in
the assigned school.

Non-Punitive Physical. Education Techniques

It must be realized that no matter how experienced and expertly

the Interventionist tries to resolve the anxieties causing the child

or adult's out-of-control behavior, a student may continue to demon-

strate behavior that will have to be contained physically. For example,

the need may arise to remove a student physically to protect another

child, to prevent contagion, and/or for his own safety.

Therefore, because the Interventionist rly have to use non-

punitive physical force to restrain someone a.ho has lost control

of his behavior, he will have to be educat d in non-punitive physical

intervention techniques and philosophy. However, it must be emphasized

that the Interventionist will use non-punitivk physical intervention

techniques only as a last resort.

Much of what is perceived as threatening and illegitimate vio-

lence is nothing more Char ,ne testing of the worker's ability to

non-punitively control and set limits. Therefore, the Interventionist

will also be educated to differentiate between out-of-control behavior

and lower socior:conomic class norm violating behavior that is too

often perceived as threatening and/or illegitimate violence or behavior.

Another important objective in t'ae use of non-punitive p!lysical

intervention techniques is to l:cr the level of violence by reducin;-,



a child's anxiety and need to retaliate. When a child loses control

of his surface behavior he often seeks controls from an outside source.

However, when the outside physical controls are punitive, most oaen,

the child's anxiety and aggression is escalated even though the sur-

face behavior may be controlled momentarily because of the fear of

further physically punitive retaliation.

However, when the Int.:rventionist non-punitively holds the

child, he demonstrates a number of concepts and feelings to the child.

First, because of the Interventionist's willingness to "get physical,"

with the child, he demonstrates that he is not afraid of the child.

Secondly, by getting physical, the Interventionist demonstrates that

he is stronger physically than the child; hence he is strong enough

physically to help the child control his irroulss. Thirdly, and

conversely, the Interventionist also demonstrates that because he

is stronger physically than the child, he could have hurt him had

he chose to do so. Elliot Shapiro in describing an incidunt with

a youngster gives an example of these feel:Lngs and concepts that

are transmitted when a warm adult is willing to become "physical"

with a youngster.

"A few weeks later, he challenged me to box him. He had to

reassure himself that physically I could take care of him.

That way, if I were going to help him, my help would be

worthwhile by his criteria. In other words, was I 'soft'

only because I was helpless? You kne4, the ran who lived

with the 'mother'who took care of John before she died was

very cruel, but John mtzsed his beatings in a way because

he felt a ran ao strong as that could give hit' sore kind of

security. So came into ry office, I closed the door, and



. we boxed for about three minutes. Mostly I outfeinted him,

although occasionally I'd hit him lightly on the face. He

was really trying, but he was quite pleased that he lost,

because now he felt I could take care of him."16

Another important point is that the black disadvantaged youngster
mcoviiVZ

equates the workers willingness to nseAphysical for with caring and

warmth and perceives fear of-him as bzing prejudic ,Ltoword-hint.

Fleace,undertand,,--I-am-cot-suggesting-hittin&.childrem.wit.h_thAL

rtaiement-e Also, the way the Interventionist helps the out -of-

control youngster cope with his acting-out anti-social or testing

behavior may be the most important factor in helping the youngster

to cope with his anxieties.

The Interventionist's willingness to become physical can also

help the child who has been forced into a fight to save face. This

youngster may be too fearful to stop because he is afraid of his

peers who forced or manipulated him into the fight. Here the youngster

can use the Interventionist's superior physical strength as an excuse

for stopping the fight until his own controls are sufficient for him

to withstand the verbal and physical onAu3hts and manipulations

of his peers

Often, I have Jiserved anxious, supposedly out-of-control youngsters

steer a bee-line to the Interventionist or worker they knew was not

afraid to control them physically. Conversely, I would suggest that

when the professicnal shot's fear, he provokes an already frightened

youngster to act out further.
Therefore,
tecause we do have :hildren who be come violent end aggressive

and interfere with instruction end/or become a physical threat to

themselves or others, ve must educate the Interventionist in the

:
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following last resort non-punitive physical intervention techniques:

1. Mastery of methods and techniques of separating students

who have lost control and may be fighting.

2. Mastery of methods aud techniques that use a minimum amount

of non-punitive physical force for disarming students or

unauthorized visitors who may be threatening or attacking

others with non-deadly or deadly weapons.

3. Mastery of methods and techniques of physically but non-

punitively restraining students or unauthorized visitors

who are physically attacking someone, "ripping off" school

equipment, "trashing," attempting to burn or blow Up a

building, or in some way physically interfering with in-

struction or threatening a student or worker with physical harm.

It is further suggested, based on this writer's experience, that

the Interventionist's awarenzss and confidence in his physical capa-

bilities, secured through the mastc y of the above technique:, will

provide him with the following psychological set which will enable

and help him to non-punitively resolve potential crisis situationE:

1. Removal of the fear of physical contact, violence, agves-

sion, falling, and/or injuring oneself, having one's clothing

torn, glasses or watch broken. or of broken limbs.

2. The retention of composure in an aggressive confrontation

or violently physical situation,

3. The knowledge that if the situation gets out of hand, he

tan handle it physically, ifzneee-soary.

The student who has underdeveloped controls or lacks control

of his behavior gains strength to control his behavior fre,m: t) the

inner strength of the worker; and 2) if necessary, the willingness



of the worker to non-punitively restrain him physically. Furthermore,

in most cases of disruption, the disorderly student usually gives

innumerable warning signals or clues that, depending upon their

reading by the worker, can exacerbate or ameliorate the impending

situation.

In any situation, the emphasia is on the interventionist's not

panicking and the positive education and psychological intervention

and management that ameliorates and prevents incidents from deteri-

orating into crisis. However, it will also be discussed and planned

for realistically that, in sone cases, no matter how expertly the

Interventionist tries, a student may still demonstrate behavior that

will have to be contained and/or controlled physically. Cr, the

need may arise to remove a student physically to prevent contagion

and/or for his safety.

Opzoin.g Staff Articulation

When the Interventionist is introduced into the school a certain

amount of time must be expected to elapse within which the profes-

sional staff tests to see whether the Interventionist will really

provide the assistance he has been billed to pcovide. The Inter-

ventionist will probably have to wofk hard to substantiate his worth

before he is accepted.

Additionally, to increase the proficiency and acceptance of

Interventionists, it is imperative that ongoing articulation be

scheduled between the Interventionists and the staff to resolve

issues that may arise. This articulation would, hopefully, also

overcome the tendency of the professional staff and the Intetwentionists

to develop inaccurate expectancies of each other's roles, i.e.,



discipline. A deep trust and respect for one another's roles must

be developed between the professional staff and the Interventionists.

Mutual trust is particularly important in relation to the re-

moval and returning of children to class or to school. For example,

the teacher must have faith in the Interventionist's decision that

the child is calm enough to be returned to class. Similarly, the

Interventionist must trust that the teacher seeks his aid because

he needs it.

Teachers and Interventionists must also become used to the

nuances of one another's professional styles so that they may use

these hardly noticeable verbal and non-verbal signals to resolve

potentially volatile situations. It-is.imperative-that-the-profes-

ticunal-worker-and-the-Interventionist-devolop-a-trust-in-one-another%

In-Service Education

The Aide

The aide should have on-the-job or released time career ladder

opportunities to enable him to aevance toward a college degree and/or

teacher certification, if he so desires. Summer stipends should

also be available to the aides so that they may take college course

work.

Physical Aspects

The Interventionists should keep in a high state of Oysical

condition. His mastery of non-punitive physical interventin tech-

niques should be ongoing.

+19



Affective Aspects

Educational programs should be developed to effect positively c.V,I,041,e-J

the feelings, emotions, and attitudes of the Interventionists. For

example, much discussion in the literature has centered upon teacher

understanding of student aggression. However, there appears to be

little literature related to helping teachers cope with their aggres-

sive feelings that may build up after hours of working with aggressive

and violent children. Included in the continued in-service program,

therefore, must be a system to help the Interventionist understand,

and, if necessary, positively release his pent-up emotions and feelings

of aggression.

Help-Seeking System

Many systems have been sugv.sted for use in securing the assist-, t. I i

WY% cIN&VSV C-rof4 1,evcl6s, tt11c1

ance of the Interventionist. These systems have included-,buzzer
WOPA s:M.5-1=1 e'4

hor light system activated by a key or push bution.to-sending-TralTd.

The system I would suggest would provide each teacher with a

small transmitter with its oun frequency. These transmitters would

be small enough to be hooked onto a belt, hung around the neck or

placed in a pocket. Because of the size of the transmitter, the

teacher could carry it on his persoli actuate the transmitter

which could activate a buzzer and lightY,regardless of where he i4

The lights and buzzer system would be located strategically.

Intake and Parents

Upon intake, the role of the Interventionist must be erplained

to parents, pal-Ocularly the Interventionist's last- resort non-

punitive p:tysical role.
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Unquestionably, the Interventionist will not solve all our

school's or society's problems. However, his presence in the schools ,

QroVV:t\to \\,:\ cc cAVy exi5 %w\ sqmg
is tantamount to admitting to the-reality of our inner -city schools

and to-the-reality:05 some of cur programs for the =otionally dis-

turbedoand.rcoctingvin-a.positive.,way. Once we arc capable of facing

and dealing with the reality of school violence and aggression, we

may be taking the first step toward improving the mental health of

our teachers and students. And we may be taking the first realistic

step toward educating more disadvantaged black children for we

must realize that the teaching and learning processes take place

only when school personnel and students feel safe, secure, and re-

laxed in their classrooms and schools.

Finally, although the Interventionist's expertise will go a

long way toward helping us solve school problems of negative aggres-

sion and violence, we must still solve problems of overcrowding,

relevant curriculum, improved school huran relations, white racism,

and got-even black racism, to name a few. unless W3 also recognize

and deal with all of these problems tco, crisis administration and

teaching as well as a police presence in our schools may continue

to be with us for quite a while.
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A Psychoeducational Approach to Specifying and Measuring the Competencies of Personnel
Working with Disturbances in Schools

Stanley A. Fagen
Montgomery County Public Schools, Maryland

"Psychoeducational ": Concept or Confusion?

The title of this paper presumes that the term "psychoeducational" conveys

meaningful attributes or referents rather than, ambiguity or confusion. It would

be natural to assume the author selected the word because of its established

usage in special education. Nit so. The term has been first adopted because

of its personal appeal, and then subjected to scrutiny as a coherent concept. It

appeela to me in that it is not pathology-oriented (contrast "clinical education")

oc exclusively affective (contrast "affective education"). At the same time the

term accents the connection between education and psychology--the teaching of

human beings and the study of human behavior.

The concept takes amorphous shape as it lights on and of in the literature.

Morse, Cutler, and Fink (1964) talk about it as a balance between educational and

clinical emphases, with educational decisions made upon consideration of the

underlying motivation of childre- Glavin (1970) characterizes the approach as

focussing on the role of unccliscious processes, stating that ventilation and

acting out of conflicts are encouraged so that new learning can occur in the

presence of a crisis teacher. Knoblock and Reinig (1971) point to the coordination

of clinical and educational data to adequately understand the child's present

functioning level; the learning climate as placing equal emphasis on affective

and cognitive development; the recognition that group processes and dynamics are

factors needing attention; and the premise that all learning takes place within

the context of a relationship with teachers. Morse (1966) has discussed the

psychoeducational team as a mechanism for collecting and interpreting information

about a child, and providing consultation and support to the teaching efforts.

Perhaps the most complete statement regarding the psychoeducational model is

contained in the revised edition of Long, Morse, and Nevman's book (1971). These

authors perceive the model as embracing several major assumptions: (1) en

educational milieu must be developed in which attention is given to everything

that effects pupil interaction with school, staff, peers, and curriculum, (2) it

is important to understand the teacher-pupil relationship, (3) learning must be
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invested with feelings to give it interest, meaning, and purpose, (4) conflict

can be used productively to teach new ways of understanding and coping with stress,

(5) collaborative skills are essential, (6) creative arts are vital forms for

learling and program, (7) each pupil is different in style and functional level,

(8) the same behavior can have many causes, while the same cause can be expressed

throtugh many behaviors.

These excerpts illustrate the varied ways in which the term has been used.

" Fsychueducationar has been in:;erpreted as theory, methodology, and viewpoint.

As has been noted by Joyce (1969) in describing the work of Bruner, Goodnow,

and AustIn concept attainment is "the process by which we discriminate the

attributer of things, people, events and place them into categories."

Attainment of "psy:hoeducational" as a concept should be facilitated by a

statement of attributes which appear to be common to those applying the term.

Such a statement of conceptual attributes does not lessen the probability that

translations of ctoncept into practice may vary between organizational settings

(e.g., primary responsibility for assessment of problem areas may rest with the

psychologist in one setting, the teacher in another). Furthermore, while this

statement of attributes seeks to capture the spirit of the psychoeducational

concept as it has been developed by others, it also reflects the author's desire

to extend the concept for more flexible application. Specifically, it is believed

that the tendency to interpret the psychoeducational perspective as implying an

exclusive cause-effect relation from emotional dysfunction to learning dysfunction

severely limits appreciation for the concept's value.

The position taken here to that the psychoeducational approach postulates a

circular, interacting relationship between thoughts and feelings such that

cognitive experience affecta emotional experience affects cognitive experience,

etc.

The child who cannot learn to read develops intensely adverse emotional

responses, just as the child w:,th severe anxiety over performance experiences

difficulty le ing to read.

FI:i



Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia (1964) graphically depict this closely interactive

relationship between cognitive and affective spheres in their Taxonomy 2f

Educational, Objectives: The Affective Domain.

"Perhaps it is analogous to a man scaling a wall using two step
ladders side by side, each with rungs too wide apart to be conveniently
reached in a single step. One ladder represents the cognitive behaviors
and objectivea, the other the affective. The ladders are sn constructed
that the rungs of one ladder fall between the rungs of the other. The
attainment of some complex goal is made possible by alternately climbing
a rung on one ladder, which brings the next rung of the other ladder
within reach."

Conceptual Attributes of a Psychoeducational Approach

1. Cognitive and affective processes are in continuous interaction at

each moment in time.

2. Behavior comprises verbal and non-verbal expressions of a total

functioning person, and it is that person that is important.

3. Behavior is a source of concern when it promotes or perpetuates

personal unhappiness, conflict, and self depreciation, or when it

creates serious disturbance with existing social norms resulting in

feelings of rejection and alienation.

4. Understanding behavior means understanding phenomenally relevant

aspects of a child's life space. For the teacher, C -his means

appreciating transactions between self and the child, the curriculum,

the peer group, &Ltd the educational systeo.

5. Understanding behavior requires awareness of cognitive, affective, and

motivational processes in self and others.

(a) Cslf-awareness enhances awareness of others.

(b) Understanding grows with increasing awareness of the functions

associated with each of the above elements.

6. Understanding behavior is achieved through assessment of and

communication with and about the learner and significant others

in :its life space.

1. r



1. Changing or modifying self-defeating behavior involves a process of

establishing identifiable objectives set in relation to total personal

functioning.

8. Understanding behavior facilitates creating conditions for optimal

behavior change.

9. The ultimate criterion for personal growth is the extent to which

positive behavior derives from self-control rather than external

control.

(a) Shifts in subjective thoughts and feelings are primarily responsible

for gains in self-control.

(b) Measurement of change should be in relation to one's life space

and functions, rather than to isolated, unitary variableu.

10. Emotions are critical personal events thaw must become understood,

accepted and valued.

11. The scope of learning involves increasing understdnding and satisfactions

in relationship to things, symbols, self, and others.

The Psychoeducational Environment

Inherent in the psychoeducational approach is the necessity for plscinp the

conceptual attributes within the broad framework of a psychoeducational environment.

This environment provides the canvas within which the form and color of daily

interaction evolves. The integration of experience, both conceptually and

practically, is seen as a key for movement towardr greater stability and self-

realicaticr, Children ore all too often stresse.' beyond their powers to cope by

a bombardment of conflicting demands and ei;pectatkone. It is surely hard eio4gh

for adults to process the multiple pressvres and rIsponsibilitier of modern

Without some sort of unifying thread to our exiatetce we are all svtject to the

threat of helpless floundering in a sea of uncoorditated and sor,-etimes overwhelming

events. A sense of active mastery only emerges when we have a handle on how the

r, 7-
I JIMMININEmrAmm.
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pieces of oar life endeavors fit together to form a cohesive whole.

The perspective of a psychoeducational environment provides the means by

which the multiple transactions of a child's life space may be placed into a set

of ordered events. Figure 1 depicts the relation of parts of the psychoeducational

environment to the process of change in life pattern.

INSERT FIGURE 1

Figure 1 represerzs the psychoeducational environment es a stream consisting

of four currents which flow and nix with one another. The currents are the basic

components of the environment which the learner negotiates rs he moves through

time. Ii the mix of teacher, curriculum, peer group, and school system is

rhythmic and warm the stream facilitates movement ahead, buoying up the learner

as he goes. However, if the tubs is antagonistic or icy the learner gets swept

under, sinking duper as the currents battle one another for supremacy.

Admittedly this anology does gross injustice to mother nature's environment.

It does, however, portray the psychoeducational environment's potential for

facilitating or hindering progress, albeit molodramatically.

Such a presentation is undoubtedly visually engaging; and, perhaps, mentally

agreeable as well. But, is it at all central to the teachinglearning process?

Few profeseionals would even question the meaningfulness of any of the four

components. Yet marked differences in approach to working with children appears

as one focusses on the degree of attention paid to planning and arranging for

a facilitating or therapeutic or "synergistic" environaent.

There is much written in the lite,ere on therapeutic milieu, organization

development, and ezological environments to suggest that the milieu or environment

surrounding the learner has a strong influence on behavior; an influence generated

from a complex of social-structural factors having an integrity and reality beyond

f ; 8



the parts immediately touching the learner (cf. Redl, 1959; Hobbs, 1966; Morse,

Finger and Gilmore, 1968; Beckhard, 1969; Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1970;

Seashore, 1970). Thus, in a fascinating stuay on the negative teletionship of

school size to student participation, Barker end Gump (1964) found that "ecology

is a powerful factor in determining participation", outweighing the factor of

individual motivation.

Many special class settings concentrate on the teacher and curriculum to the

exclusion of peer group and educations) or family system components. Frequently

children gain in skill and confidence within that protective setting, only to

find later on that peers do not accept them or system expectation.; are incompatible

with those of the special program (e.g., a child pleased by his increasing duility

to concentrate and work with care is laughed at when the others are bursting to

play ball; Mark begins to find it possible to express independent, critical

ideas only to discover that these are unacceptable to his new teacher nr his

parents).

When the locus is s;:ifted to the basic functional transactions of a

psychoeduoational environment it becomes clear that bnth learner and teacher are

expected to engage all the facets of this environment at some point in the process

of change (Fig. 2).

INSERT FIGURE 2

As thc learner is affected by the group, curriculum, school and family

system, and teacher, sn must the teacher be cognizant of these effects. And,

in so far as it is feasible, the teacher should be capable of modifying or

regulating the nature of these effects on the learner. Naturally, some aspects

of the psychoeducationat environment are more directly under the teacher's control

than others, and greater responsibility is assumed for transactions closer to the

teacher, i.e., curriculum, teacher-learner relationship, classroom group.
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Planning For Development of Teacher. Competencies

In thE; preceding sections of this paper we have dealt with the theoretical

(conceptual attributes) and structural (transactions withtn psychoeducational

environnent) underpinnings of a psychoeducational approach. Any program

commitment to developing teacher competencies within this approach should build

upon,es well as eNttribate to, these earlier ideas.

Table 1 provides an 'overview of conditions which appears 0 facCitate

constructive change in each area of functional transaction.

INSERT TABLE 1

The purpose of summarizing facilitating conditions under Table 1 is to set

the stage for specifying the teacher competencies needed to create such conditions.

The psychoeducational approach calls for a definite set of training goals, the

attainment of which should enable the teacher to implem.:nt favorable conditions

in each area of the psychoeducational environment.

The Issue of Rear Teachers vs. Special Teachers (or Should the Tsil Wag the

Duel

It is important to observe that the discussion so far has avoided any specific

reference to the role or responsibilities of special education teachers. The

omission is deliberate and is based on the be! of that u psy0oeducational

approach is as appropriate for all children as it is for those who are problems.

We propose that the essential difference tetween teachers of problem

youngsters and regular teachers is that the former should have a preater capacity;

to create favorable learning conditions within the psychoeducational enrironoent.

The point becomes obvious when we reflect on the type of children for VilOrA the

special teacher is responsible--children that have experienced persisting failure

and frustration, that have intensely negative attitudes about selves lino others,



that are commonly distrustful or antagonistic towards schools, teachers,

curriculum, and their pers.

The "disturbing" chili. has typically experienced intense emo..f.onal turmoil.

Feelings are generally conflicted, highly stressful, and poorly integrated.

Teachers of there youngsters must be able to face the gull range and force of

human emotions - -in themselves and in their children. Because regular educators

have been unable to handle or help the child with emotional problems the special

educator is called aeon to exercise leadership in the reeducation of affective

experience.

An alternative view of special education cc ,siders the helping impetus tc.

spring from increased opportunities for individualization of instruction and

behavior manngement, thus leading to new satisftetions and heiehtenee self-esteem.

This viewpoint implies that conflicted feelings are extinguished in the process

of administering a positive orientation towards desirable behaviors. For example,

ignoring tantrums gradually eliminates guilt or shame over loss of control, while

pride is developing because of new accomplishments. However, one should not

overlook the fact that even though the prescription for teacher influence involves

adherence to a positive orientation, the teacher still radiates a ron-puniti,..a,

accepting attitude tot/err/8 emotional outbursts.

The drawback to Cale alternate approach is that untie ignoring emotional

eaettons avoids the ptocpects of power struggles and perpetuation of disruptive

behavior through attention getting, it also avoids the o?portunity to fecreass

mastery over very real, intense affect. Behmor may indsed improve, with fewer

and fewer c..Abursta or upsetting emotional events so tI.at the child does in fact

approach the functioning of other children in regular settings. Unfortunately,

the level of omotional mastery is grossly inadequate in ^lost children, and, as

might be expected, in their parents.

Paradoxical as it may Beam, we offer the hypothecia that an effective

9sYchoeducationtlmgram retetna environTents
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at a level not merely comperaole to normal peers but superior in some ways. The

thesis garners credibility from the clinical observation ':hat many people who

seek help for personal problems learn to cope more eifectively with life stresses

than many who would not be caught dead in a helping rolationchip.

To our way of thinking it is quite conceivable that many special education

programs offer attitudes, opportunities, and experiences that are not only good

for troubled children, buy that would be helpful to large numbers of youngsters

in regular cla3ses. This statement appears to fly in the face of disquiettog

reports of no demonstrable differences between exceptional children placed in

special educa_ion classes and those placed in regular classes (cf. Dunn, 1968;

Christoplos and Renz, 1969). Like Engel (1969) and Nelson and ScIrmidt (1971),

however, we are not convinced that available research methodol-v has

satisfactorily elucidated the contribution (or lack of same) of special edLeational

efforts with disturbing children. More importantly, it seems tc us that studies

comparing the relative benefits of special vs. regular class placements for

Problem youngsters miss the point since the crucial parameters relate to rogram

quality rather than pr gram labels.

Specifying, Competencies for A ksychoeducational Approach

The staff development program at the Mark Twain School translates the

psychoeducational approach into practice by focussing on six competence goals:11

A. Skill in psychoeducational assessment and programming.

B. Personal sensitivity and itterpersonal effectiveness.

C. Skill in implementing a psychoeducational curriculum.

D. Skill in individualizing instruction.

E. Skill in behavior management.

P. Skill in systems analysis.

I/
These competencies are very similar to those emphasited in another psycho-
cducationally oriented training program with which the author has been
affiliated, i.e., the American University-Mtllrst Children's Center special
project (Long and Fagan, 1969).
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Table 2 presents the relationship of these competence goals to teacher-

oriented transactions within a psychoeducatioal environment.

INSERT TABLE 2

The filled cells in Table 2 denote those competencies which relate directly

to enhancing a particular transaction. By scanning the table it can bt. seen

that: (1) Each area of teacher transaction Is mediated by at least half of the

six competencies emphasized in staff development, (2) Each competence goal, with

the exception If systems analysis, relates directly to more than one area of

teacher transaction. We interpret these observations as further evidence that

mulaple abilities are involved in establishing facilitating transactions, and

that components of a psych-educational environment are functionally interconnected.

Fo, example, the sbility to complete a psychocducational profile, Including

learner strengths and weaknesses, enhances teacher prospects for positively

relating to the learner, allows for discriminative curriculum planning, atimule:es

enpectations and preparedness for group dynaaics, and identifies aspects of the

system that might hecowe resources or problems.

Each competence goal is comprised of several sub - goals which represent a

somewhat greater degree of spegiticity (see Table 3). For example, goal B,

"To develop personal aenaitivity and interpersonal effectiveness" is divided into

five sub-goals: (1) Ability to comprehend and communicate effectively with others

(on both the cognitive and affective levels); to perceive accurately one's

reaction to and effect upon others, (2) Ability to interact with warmth, openness,

empathy, flexibility, and self-confidence, (3) Ability to express freely positive

and negative emotions, (4) Ability to use and provide supervision constructively,

(5) Ability to promote mutual undeTstanding and resolution of problems.

These sub-goals are more towards the abstract than the operational level of

measurement (B1oom4Hastings and Hadaus, 1971). However, our staff is currently

in the process of preparing more precise knowledge, attitude, and skill objectives

for each competlnce sub-goal.
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it is important to mention that in seeking to develop staff mastery of the

six competence goals we apply guidelines very simile, to those used for furthering

the growth and learning of children. That is, milieu conditions which are seen

as facile :ing for youngstere are also seen as beneficial for teacher trainees.

In developing the staff development program at Mack Twain three nain guiding

principles have been used:

(1) The training system must strive to create a psychoeducational teeming

environment in which cognitive and affective dimensions are interwoven

and correlated with the needs and motivation of the learner,

(2) Learning experiences must be relevant to skills needel for on the

job performance, and

(3) Didactic (classroom), practice (laboratory or applieu experience),

and independent study activities must be thoroughly integrated.

Measurement of Psychoeducaticnal Competencies

In a recent report to the U. S. Office of Educat',on, Bureau of Handicepped

Children, evaluating the first year of the American Universitk-Millcrest Children':

Center special project, Nick Long and I presented a model for evaluation of

teacher training programs. The model is particularly well suited to programs

developing teachers for practice within a psychoeducational approach, but is also

applicable to any training program vith explicit goals and objectives. Because

of its pertinence for the present discussion I would like to excerpt some reaarks

from that report:

"The task of evaluation within any complex, multi-dimeosional, demanding
teacher training program. . .presents an enormous challenge. . . The
evaluation effort must blend itself with the ongoing spirit and purpose
of the training system. It can neither be aloof nor tangential, superior nor
disengaged. Instead it must be viewed as an appreciative partner a resource
for constructive feedback and progress. With this as its charge, evaluation
is compelled to develop with heart and sensitivity. No simple, neehanistic
framework can be viable; no alien arsenal of instruments, forms and figures
is acceptable. To squarely face its profound responsibility in en alive and
completely human training enterprise, evaluation must evolve as a responsive
and integrative component within the total system of people, plans, and
principles. this to
flei_jility. compassion, and above all &genuine respect for the complexity
of human behavior." (pp. 1-2)



The model delineates three major parameters for evaluation, namely:

(1) Competence Objectives, (2) Trainee Dimensions, and (3) Function of Evaluation

Source. Its basic purpose is to offer a mechanism for assuring a balanced,

compreaensive, and penetrating analysis of program effectiveness.

Table 4 presents this overall model for evaluation, using the Mark Twain

staff development program as a case in point.

INSERT TABLE 4

-Trainee Dimeneions

The intent of sectioning the trainee into three levels of function is to

insure an integrated approach to evaluating competence attainment. Without so

doing, goal-related performance (e.g., system analysis) is apt to be slanted

toward one or another of these dimensions. Foy example, system analysis can be

expressed through a person's attitudes, knowledge, or behavior. That is a

trainee can strongly advocate a system approach to problem-solving, know a great

deal about conceptualizing system phenomena, or engaae actively in collaborative

work throughout a system. And, quite possibly, a suggestion of competence drawn

from one mode can be contradicted by negative data from a different mode. Thus,

a systems advocate may be completely ineffectual in communicating his beliefs and

understandings to others.

/-Function of Evaluation Source-2

It appears that measurement can play two important, and independent functions

in the overall evaluation system. One function involves the relationship of the

source to the trainee dimension, and can be referred to as either a Direct or

Indirect functioll. The second function involves the relationohip of the source

2/
By source for evaluation we are referring to the sample of behavior enacted,
observed, or recorded, which may be used for assessment of trainee performance.
Thus, the act of teaching in the classroom, supervisory ratings of that act,
and written trainee responses to questions pertaining to that act, may all
serve as sources for evaluation.
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to the ongoing training, puma, and can be identified as either a Dynamic or

Static function.

(a) Direct-Indirect Function

Certain classes of data may be seen as clear and direct reflections

of a dimension of trainee expression. Few would question the directness

of the relation between one's conscious attitude towards authority,

and results deriviag from a questionnaire tapping feelings about

authority figures, or between one's behavior in situations requiring

leadership, and teaching performance on a day when the kids are high.

On the other hand, many dats sources are indirectly related to trainee

expression. Such sources are characterized by a marked degree. of

inference, interpretation, or assumption. Some examples might be

highly subjective rating scales, paper and pencil personality tests,

or self-evaluations of knowledge or skill.

It appears that the bahavior dimension offcrs tha best prospect for

selecting a measure which :;unctions directly. If one is interested

ih evaluating a trainee's capacity for giving affection to chiliren

there is a clear op. ion to choose a direct source (e.g., videotape

samples, observation by an experienced co-teacher) over an inferentiel

one (e.g., estinates of nurturance from a need-inventory). This option

invariably exists for the realm of behavioral expression, but is much

more cloud. for the dimensions of attitude and knowledge.

(b) Dynamic-Static Function

The common role for data collected ulthin an ongoing program has been

a static one. That is, information gathered is held in reserve pending

completion of the full program cycle afttr which it is used to ,estimate

program influence on the departing trainees. Data that might be

pertinent to a prior objective is carefully guarded hat it trickle
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into the self-contained training pLucess and contaminate the product.

Thus, the static function is essentially irrelevant to ongoing program

event:,, although it may hopefully play some pact in determining events

for the next group of tralilces. In effect, When evaluation bas a

static function it is meant to measure an already determined outcome.

A different approach to data utilization entails an interaction beiNeen

evaluative material and ongoing program development. Evaluation is

regarded as a source of prompt feedback whicl, can become. instrumental

in shaping the training experience to further trainee needs and program

goals. Thus, evaluation has a dynamic function when it is intended

to immediately affect and interact with the proem prLcess, This

contrast between static and dynamic functions closely parallels the

distinction mode recently between summative and formative evaluation

(Bloom, Hastings, ard Madnus, 1971).

The realization that evaluation sousceo may function in either a

dynamic or static manner has far-reaching implications. Practitioners

and trainees alike hope for something personally valuable to emerge

from the research office, while fearing "deep down" that this will

never happen. The precious time spent in lengthy research meetings,

the additional burdens imposed by evaluation irocedures, the intrusions

upon customary administrative and professional processes, all can begin

to take on the smell of necessary evils if "the evaluated" experience

strange, uncommunicative vibrations nervously produced by "the

evaluators". What happens when tests and questionnaires get filed into

the deep recesses of cabinets; behavior gets coded, quantified, and

sterilited; calculators go clicking and typewriters ripping; and the

research people disappear under mountains of paper? Any vender then

Why research is often so cooly received when it walks in the open



doors of some introspecting, interacting, child-and people-oriented

setting.

The element of staff resentment for frustrated hopes, giving and not

getting, and unshared concerns are real threats to progressive research,

and muss taken seriously. Clearly, applied research must find a

mechanism to avoid an image as a one-way street from classroom to

computer, It is cur contention that the inclusion of a dynamic function

for evxluation will substantially improve prospects for genuine research

support and cooperation.3- / Without the opportunity for some current

feedback provided through a dynamic use of data, staff and trainees

cannot help but lose both interest and vespect for the evaluation

system, particularly since our profession deeply cherishes honesty

and openness in human relationships.

Concluding slemsrke

We live in an era of threat. Never before have we been so massively

confronted with the heaviness of the human condition. The electronic symbols

of man's amazing proficiencies captivate our attention, and bounce us like

superballs from one pressure point to another--from war to crime to racial strife

to environmental pollution to drugs to poverty to. , .

In the midst of pain and worry we seek ways to find purpose and meaning to

it all. Fortunate are those who lift up above the grimness to see love and joy

and growth. Teachers of handicapped children stand on the threshold of enlighten-

ment. Whether they cross beyond the fears and doubts into a world of building

and becoming,hinges on their faith, competence, and desire.

3/
In a general sense, this dynamic function of data appears to be inherent in
the proven success of operant or contingent approaches to behavior modification.
For such approaches, performance data is immediately used by both the learner
and trainer for decisions regarding new behavior.



I am reminded of a piece contained in a paper written by a former studem:

of mine. a is entitled: Greeting His Pupils.

"Greeting tspils the master asked.

What would ych learn of me?

And the reply cane:

How shall we care for our bodies?

How shall we rear our children?

How shall we work togvther?

How shall we live with our fellowmen?

How shall we play?

For what ends shall we live?

And the teacher pondered these words, and sorrow was in his heart, for

his own learning touched not these things."

Principles of Education, 1924

Our field of work with troubled children and families holds great promise

for learnings that touch human dilemmas. We need not sorrow for having missed

the heart of things. For me, the psychoeducational approach gets to what is real

for 14ople--teathers and learners alike, for we are all both at the same time.

ft
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Figure 1. The Psychoeducational Environment in Relation to the

Process of Change in Life Pattern.
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From "A Psychoeducational Approach to Specifying and Me.luring Competencies

of Personnel Working with Disturbance in Schools."
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Twain School, Montgomery County Public Schools, Maryland
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Figure 2. Basic functional Transactions of a Psychoeducational

Environment.
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TABLE I

FACILITATING CONDITIONS FOR
'TRANSACTIONS IN A PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT

Transaction

Learner-Teacher

Focus of Learner's
Transaction

Facilitating Conditions

Person(s) responsible for
interacting with learner
to effect positive change

Reality orientation; Flexibil-
ity; Respect; Empathic under-
standing; Support; Protective
limits; Consistency; Apprecia-
tion of feelingu; Positive
modelling & Expectations;
Involvement

Learner-Curriculum Tasks, materials, and
problems planned for
mastery

Reasonable challenge;
Relevance; Relatedness; Self-
direction; Meaningful choices;
Feedback

Learner-Peer Group Other students interacting
with learner on regular
basis

Mutual respect & sharing;
Openness; Cooperativeness;
Appreciation of differences;
Balanced groupings; Stability;
Support; Feedback

Learner-School
System

Rules, attitudes, values,
and people organized to
support the teacher,
curriculum, and students

Cooperativeness; Interdepen-
dence; Openness; Mutual
respect & sharing; Clarity
of responsibilities and
policies; Self-renewing;
Orderly change mechanisms;
Participatory decision-
making; Appropriate
consequences for deviant
behavior; Positive modelling
and Expectations
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TABLE 2

RELATIONSHIP OF COMPETENCE GOALS TO
TEACHER TRANSACTIONS IN A PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT

TRANSACTION

Teacher- Learner

Assessment Personal/
Interpersonal Curriculum

Programing Sensitivit

CO 1PETENCE UAL

X X

Teacher-Curriculum

Teacher-Group

Teacher-System

X

X

X

X

X

Indiv. Behay. Systems
Instruct. Mawr. Analysio

X

X

X X

X



TABLE 3

FUNCTIONAL GOALS AND SUBGOALS OF
MARICIMAIN SCHOOL STAFF DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM

Goal A - To develop nkill in psychoeducational assessment and programming.

Subgoal 1. Ability to complete a psychoeducational profile, including
learner strengths and weaknesses, style, and interpersonal
functions.

Subgoal 2. Ability to interpret and integrate diagnostic findings.

Subgoal 3. Ability to use assessment information for psychoeducational
programming and planning.

Goal B - To develop personal sensitivity and interpersonal effectiveness.

Subgoal 1. Ability to comprehend and communicate effectively with others
(on both the cognitive and affective levels); to perceive
accurately one's reaction to and effecc upon others.

Subgoal 2. Ability to interact with warmth, openness, empathy, flexibility and
self-confidence.

Subgoal 3. Ability to express freely positive and negative emotions.

Subgoal r. Ability to use and provide supervision constructively.

Subgoal 5. Ability to promote mutual understanding and resolution of
problems.

Goal Q - To develop skill in implementing a psychoeducational curriculum for
adoletents who have problems in academic tasks, human relaticuships,
and self-organizaticn.

Subgoal 1. Ability to develop or utilize curriculum to meet explicit
psychoeducational objectives,

Subgoal 2. Ability to employ a variety of educational techniques and
methods in implementing curriculum.

Subgoal 3. Ability to employ curriculum and teaching procedures to meet
the cognitive and emotional needs of the learner.



Table 3 continued

Goal D - To develop skill in individunlizing instruction for adolescents who
have problems in academic tasks, human relationships, and self-
organization.

Subgoal 1. Ability to present educational material and tasks at a level
of reasonable challenge fo: each child in the classroom.

Subgoal 2. Ability to fouter student initiative in planning and directing
an individualized learning program.

Subgoal 3. Ability to develop individual performance objectives and
evaluate student progress.

Subgoal 4. Ability to stimulate independent study and responsible
participation tit the teaching-learning process.

Subgoal 5. Ability to implement remedial and programmed instruction
approaches to individualized learning.

Goal E - To develop skill in behavior management.

Subgoal 1. Ability to establish and model realistic behavior standards
in an educational setting.

Subgoal 2. Ability to identify, support, and promote positive group and
individual behavior.

Subgoal 3. Ability to develop and use techniques of teacher intervention
to protect the group and individual iron_ Oisruptive school
behavior.

Subgoal 4. Ability to use inappropriate school behavior to teach new
skills for coping with interpersonal, work, and academic tasks.

Goal F - To develop skill in systems analysis.

Subgoal 1. Ability to formulate e'd communicate concepts of how family,
social, and educational systems influence school behavior
and adjustment.

Subgoal 2. Ability to relate individual che.acteristics and behavior to
group and system transactions.

Subgoal 3. Ability to identify institutional policy and prEtices, and
their effect on student behavior.
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School Disruption - An Overview

Henry E. Co tells
Board of Cooperative Educational Services, Nassau County, New York

The major problems of our society are reflected in its schools,

and in the lives of its young people. Teenagers are living with the pressure of

an unpopular war and draft, with pair of poverty and the guilt of affluence,

with racism's mutual corrosion of black and white people and with the

constraining effects of adult-run bureaucracies. Young people are naturally

restive, with their need for cha..;je, for increased liberty.and with society s

frequent estrangement from its own young people.

Our schools are a vulnerable and acces=ible foe is for sore of

these disaffections. They also heighten and trigger such issues in particularly

volatile ways. Student concerns with societal and school 'csues are always

present, but they gain broad public attention when expresses in ways that

disrupt orderly school processes. Student frustration and ander erupt and

create 'crisis" for school authorities.

The existence of certain conditions constitutes continuing

crises in the lives of students attending secondary schools.

Recent events make it plainly evident that repressing, suppressing,

denying or not responding to key educational issues only offer rapid escalation

of tension and conflict. It is the context of s.Tir disruption as an opeerturaty

for chon_ge and of secing_chance that _permits more creolve_response

to school crises. I:educing the level of overt conflict in the midst of crisis

is the primary goal of the school administrator whose role is rapidly becoming

that of ''a manager of conflict",

In April of 1969, Poert rinch, former Secretary of

and \ \'r !fare, warned Obit r;.ist e ',Top lied for irnich rxre,iter (isomers in

the secondary field than in the colleges". so
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According to 3 report of over 1000 principals c,ueried at random

by the National Association of Secondary School Principals, sixty (60) per cent

of all the high schools of America have experienced sore kind of student

protest within the past year. In fact, no greater social issue disturbs teachers

more profoundly than youths ' challenge to the established order in a country

where outside agitators cross state lines to incite riots, desecrate the American

flag and violently disrupt a legitimate political process.

If we examine the newspapers and listen to media reports, we

find tin t high school students are indeed learning from their college brethren

that disruption brings results. The majority of high school students are

angry, frustrated and increasingly becoming alrenated by the school. They

are asked to form an allegiance to a democratic system in their daily lives
.

fr=s201100-is when they do not experience democratic actiont Needless to say,

when currents of frustration are prevalent in oir schools, we snould not be

surprised when students withdraw through drug abuse or disruptive attacks

on school and society.

Disruption in our schools is current, is widespread, and it is

serious. It is best defined as any event which significanny interrupts the

education of students. Most common among school disruptions are student

boycotts or walkouts, nroperty damage including arson and vandalism, rioting

and fighting, physical confrontations between students and staff, picketing and

unauthorized parading, the presence in senor'? of unruly, unauthorized,

non-school persons, and lastly - abnormal unruliness (irony, students.

It is noteworthy that, to date, few articles appear in yrolessional

jtornals on the st.lject of disruption. Much of the more relevant work appears

90



h. newspapers and television.

in a comprehensive survey study c;oneiocteci by the House Sub-Committc.e

on General Education for the school year 1966-69, of 29,000 high schools, the

major issues of protest were disciplinary rules, dress codes, school services

and facilities and curriculum policy.

The survey considered racial issues in a separate category and found

that ;-his was a factor in more than fifty (50) per cent of the protests in schools with

more than 1000 students and in thirty (30) per cent of the smalle* schools. Racial

issues were involved in city school protests about four :Ames as often as in

suburban or rural schools.

Of all the schools responding, twenty (20) per cent had had a

significant increase in minority group enrollment in the pact five years. Of this

group, twenty two (22) per cent had experienced student protests compared to

only sixteen (16) per cent in schools who had not had a significant increase in

minority group involvement.

A study cc...1ucteci in 1970 by Syracuse University of 27 hrgh

schools in 19 states serving 60,000 students ir.dicated that 1,..'operty damage

and presence on school property of unauthr_rized, unruly persons was prevalent

in over fifty (50) per cent of 1-0gh schools.

Especially important among the conclusions of this survey were

the following-

1. the size of the student body is a more important variable

thLn the size of the city in which the .elieroI is located. Larger schools have

mere problems.

Disruption is )asitively rn-nted tc intecr,aion. In other words,
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schools which are almost 611 \ehite or e:1 are less likely to he disrupted.

3, integrated schools with higher percentages of black students

are less likely to be disrupted if such schools also have high percentages of

black staffs. Conversely, schools with high percentages of blacks, but with

predominantly white staffs are more likely to be disrupted.

4. Disruption and average daily attendance are directly related.

Waere average daily attendance is lower, disruption is highe: and vice versa; and

5. Principals with the least experience in their office

a. report greater black enrollments

b. endorse a more active response to disruption,

c. report a greater concern for positive preventive

training programs, and

d. are more hesitant to project the blame for disruption

onto externall,non- school factors.

Urban riots have become almost commonplace since the first serious

eruption in Watts in the summer of 1963, Legitimate violence in the form of the

war in Southeast Asia is part of the daily media diet of high school students.

The medium of tele vision has brought violence into almost every

home in the nation. A high school riot irc Brooklyn has been vividly portrayed to

T.V. audiences in Californie and Georgia,

rehody in America knows violence more directly titer.

the urban poor, Hack or white, because the incidence of physical crime is

the highest in large cities. Poor urban yeutl-. between the ages of - 24

are the most crime-prone segment o: the American pel

J2,
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The success of the Civil Rights lirotests of the 19GO's, the

isability arid apparent s .ccess of college pro:ests, slum life styles, black

revenge, white racism, the television generation, an new publi- permissiveness

have all been external factors contributing to the anxieties of high school youth.

Within the school itself, student involvement in policy,

especially concerning social codes of dress and te:ooming regulations ,

ceericulum planning, restrictions on beha%ior and the politicalization of sehools

all contribute to school unrest.

Restrictions on smoking continue to annoy students who smoke.

Hall passes irritate students. Rules such as automatic expulsion from a class

after a ma.zinium number of absences have produced serious quarrels, In addition,

students who feel compelled to become involved in the politit.7,11 issues of the day

expect the school to take a stronger stance on community, social activity.

This latter point has particular significance bedause politicized

students can wield little leverage in broad politics but can turn to the school

*o ventilate ',heir political feelings on salient social issues. The management of these

impon.ant social conflicts within a school is probably the toughest problem

administrators face. Again, the high .,chool principal of today must become

"a manager of conflict'" .

The most tmiditional v..ays of dealing with school disruption arc

punitive, for example, suspension, expulsion, police arrest, detention and

referral to parental discipline. The use of these measures to control disruption

appears to produce minimal results.

The use of uniformed police is often a cause rather than a deterrent

of seller,' disruption.

Reduction of academic rigidities, understenditie and honoring

cultural differences, recruitnent of blacti staff in a predoiLinantly b1.16: schoel,

ti
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cr laming student involvement, decentralized decision ni&:inc_T, expanding the

knowledge of administration through in-service training in conflict resolution

all appear to prccluoe positive results in curbing school disruption.

The role of the high school principal has dramatically changed.

The traditional authoritarian who sits behind a desk issuing ultimatums

and disciplining students and staff in his office" is obsolete. In striking

contrast is today s principal who must become personally involved with

many people within and outside of his school.

Perhaps. the times are best reflected in a comment of a

high school principal;

"I have an endless number of face to face, one to one

relationships They never stop. And I want to be warm,

sincere and sharp for every ore of them. Therc are only

24 hours in any day, and I am really pooped.

Can't you get me a grmt to go off and study

something sonwvhere?"

9 1
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USE OF PEEP. ATTENTION TO INCREASE

STUDY BEHAVIOF.

2
Saul Axelrod, R. Vance Hall, end Ani..ony Maxwell

University of Kansas

Previous studies ( Hall, Lund, and Jackson, 1968; Becker, Mad:.en,Amold,

and Thomas, 1967) have demonstrated that contingent teacher attention can effect

significant increases in appropriate student behavior. The technique involves the

teacher making soc:ar rev-1st:1 toward the pupil ( e.g. smiling, eye contact, and verbal

praise ) when he is behoving properly and ignoring him when he is not. The senior

author has fcund, however, that many teachers have difficulty carrying out the necessary

p,ocederes. The problem may result from the fact that students often provide an external

stimulus ( e.g. a loud noise ) for the teacher's attention when they perform inoppropriaIe

behaviors, but do not provide such a stimulus when they are involved in study behaviors.

In the present investigation the first and second authors devised a technique

which was intended to increase the probability of the teacher attending to a student when

he was engaged in study behavior. The teacher, however, did not carry out the procedures.

The experimenters then decided to determine the effect of having an outstanding student

administer contingent social reinforcement to a classmate who was performing non-study

behaviors at a high rate. It was found that peer attention produced a significant

increase in study behavior compared to tho baseline rote and that the removal of

attention resulted in the frequency of the behavior returning approximately to its

original level.



Subject and Setting

METHOD

Jimmy, a 10 - year - old Negro boy, was chosen as the subject for the study

due tc his teacher's complaint that he "didn't settle down and do his work." The

experimenter observed that Jimmy frequently fought with his classmates and that

the school principal often reprimanded him for his misbehoviors. The study was conducted

in the regular fourth - grade classroom Van elementary school in Kansas City, Kansas.

All students in the schooi were Negro. Measurements were taken approximately between

10:15 and 11:15 a. m. and between 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. During the morning sessions

the students were usually involved in reading and arithmetic tasks, whereas the afternoon

sessions involved geography and history lessons. A t test indicated a nonsignificant

difference (..e.), .05) between the number of study behaviors during the morning and

afternoon sessions for each experimental condition.

Observations

Study behavior was defined as orientation toward appropriate ob:linct or person:

assigned course materials, lecturing teacher, or reciting cla, es, as well os class

\ participation by the student when requested by the teacher out of seat with

permission ( Hail et al, 1968). The experimenters initially intended to ebloin an..
absolute fregvency of the contingent social reinforcements which the teacher exhibited

toward Jimmy. As a result, Jimmy's behavtor,was only rated at two minute intervals.

The data sheets consisted of 30 blocks with a. "2 l'.00poaring above the first block, a "4"

above the second block, a "6" above the, third ,block. etc. At each two - minute mark

Jimmy's behavior was rated as plus if ha was engaged in a study bnhavior and a minus

9G
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if he was not. During the first 10 sessions a record of the number of social reinforcements

which the teacher exhibited toward Jimmy following a study behavior was noted. The

observers tabulated the time the event occurred according .o stopwatches which were

synchronized of the beginning of the period. The same procedure was employed when

a classmate, Anthony, was administering social reinforcement.

A second observer performed reliability checks eighr times during the study.

Except for one session the observers were separated form each other by the wall of the

cloakroom. One observer sat in '4 corner of the ,00m, whereas the other observer was

located about two feet inside the cloakroom. This arrangement prevented the observers

from seeing each other an was intended to increase the likelihood of independent

scoring. The reliability index on Jimmy's study behavior was taeukited by dividing the

number of agreements by 30. Reliability indices ranged from 83.3 to 100 %with an

average c.f 85%. The reliability on contingent social respolses was calculated by dividing

thu number of agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements. An

agreement s..ls defined as a ozse in which onn observer noted a contingent socio I

response as occurring within five seconds of the record of the other observer. Sessions

in which neither observer recorded a contingent social reinforcement were considered

to have a reliability index of 100%. Reliability indices on contingent social

reinforcement ranged between 70.0 and 100% with a mean of 84.2%.

Experimeninl Phoses

Baseline. For the ti.-,t five sessions the experimenters requested that the

teacher respond to Jimmy In her usual manner and that she attempt to ignore the presence

of the observer (s). During Sessions six, seven, and eight the teacher was asked to attend
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to Jimmy with praise, a smile, a pot on the back, or some other social response when

she noticed he was engaged in cudy behavior. When it was observed that the teacher

did not carry out the instructions, the experimenters obtained the teacher's permission

to cue her, by raising a pencil in the air, at a time when she should respond to Jimmy.

This procedure produced no change in the teacher's behavior during Sessions Sand 10.

The experimenters then decided not to attempt their original experimental technique,

and considered Sessions 6 through 10 to be an extension of baseline. During Session 10

Jimmy completed a class assignment and brought it to the teacher for grading. When

the teacher ignored him, he brought the paper to Anthony, a student considered to be

outstanding and who had scored highest in t;ie class on the Stanford Achievement Test.

Anthony graded the paper as 100% correct and Jimmy went back to his seat. Moments

later Jimmy returned to Anthony and racked him to write " Very good" on the paper.

The experimenters hypothesized that Anthony's social responses had reinforcing

value for Jimmy, ana ciee,:: to determine what effect these repanses would have on

Jimmy's study behavior. During Sessions 11, 12, and 13 Anthony was asked to sit next

to Jimmy and baseline measurements were continued. It was found that the new

seating arrangement did not waduce a change in study rote as compared to previous .

baseline level.

Peer reinforcement. Anthony accepted the experimenters' request to "help make

Jimmy a better student." During Sessions 14 through 22, the senior author sot behind the

two boys. Several times during a session the experimenter topped Art-hany on the back

at times when Jimmy was engaged in study behavior. Artilir,y ,Fuld then place his hand

on Jimmy's shoulder and make a comment such as " Jimmy, you're doing a good

or " Keep up the good work." Anthony'was urged to vary the content of the praise and
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to make his remarks appropriate to the situation in which Jimmy was engaged. Gradually,

Anthony was encouraged to administer social reinforceme.)t in situatkns which he himself

considered appropriate. Beginning with Session 23 cueing was discontinue.! and the

senior author returned to his original observation site. During Sessions 23 through 33

Anthony reinforced Jimmy without assistance.

Base Haat Commencing with Session 34 Anthony .:os told that it was no longer

necessary to praise Jimmy when he exhibited study behaviors. Anthony was asked to

treat Jimmy in the same manner as he did before the Peer Reinforcement atage of the

study: This condition was in effect for six sessions.

No return to the Peer Reinforcement phase was carriul out duo to the :Jose of

school for summer Nacation,

RESULTS

The data for the three phases of the experiment are depicted in the upper

portion of Fig. I. During Baselines the median rate of study behavior was 60.0%,

whereos th.; mean rote was 60.3%. During Sessions 11,12, and 13 when A ithony's seat

was moved next to Jimmy's, the rate of study behaviors was 60.0% each session.

The median percentage of study behavior increased to 83.3 %during Peer Reinforcement

with the mean rate increasing to 81.0%. Thus by either measure of central tendency the

frequency of non - study behaviors decreased to less than half of the baseline rate. The

consistency of the effect was demonstrated by the fact that the rate of study behavior

on 19 of the 20 Peer Reinforcement sessions exceeded the median rate under Baselinel

z-Ations, During Base 11,4)2 the median rate of study behavior was 56.7% and the

mean rote was 54.5%. -----__
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Insect Fig. 1 about here

The lower portion of Fig. 1 indicates the number of contingent social reinforcer

administered to Jimmy. During the 10 sessions in which teacher behavior was measured

and the 3 sessions in which Anthony's behavior was being measured, no contingent social

reinforcement was observed . The mean rate during Peer Reinforcement was 9.2.

with an average of 8.7 when cueing was used,and 9.7 after cueing was discontinued.

During the six sessions of Baseline2 oAlv one contingent social reinforcement was recorded.

DISCUSSION

An important factor in the present study was the skillful manner in which

Anthony applied the reinforcement procedures. Although he received a minimal

amount of instruction, he demonstrated an excellent mastery of operant conditioning

techniques. Several times during Peer Reinforcement, the senior author signaled Anthony

to reinforce Jimmy. As Anthony began to lean over and praise Jimmy, however, he

noticed that the subject ceased his study behavior. At these times, Anthony declined to

carry out the reinforcement procedures and instead waited until an appropriate occasion

arose. In addition, Anthony repeatedly ignored Jimmy when the suibect attempted to

talk to him at improper times. Another example of Anthony': II occurred during

Session 25, when Jimmy was engaged in non- study behavior during most of the first

few minutes. Anthony waited until Jimmy performed study behaviors and then

reinforced him three times in less than three minutes. This rote of reinforcement

was considetabiy higher than the previous average rote ( which was approximately one

reinforcement every six minutes ).



Anthony was frequently informed of the progress of the study and was complimented

and paid for his performance ofte- a good session. In addition, Anthony often turned

toward the senior ou'hor after he complimented Jimmy at which times the senior author

would nod and smile at him. Thus it is possible that the success ok' the experiment wus

portly under the control of the reinforcement thot Anthony received for performing

appropriately.

It is also likely that the outcome of this study depended on the relationship

that already existed between Anthony and Jimmy. The initial indication that Anthony's

responses had reinforcing value for Jimmy was given when Jimmy asked Anthony to

grade his poper and write " Very good" at the top. Other evidence of their relationship

occurred when the teacher announced that Anthony's seat would be moved next to Jimmy's .

Jimmy responded by clapping his hands and yelling " Oh, man, that's great!" It was also

found that the boys were friends outside of school and that they frequently took trips

with each other's families. Whether a similar effect on study behavior mold have been

achieved with a less reinforcing or outstanding classmate, remains a quesnon for further study.

As has been previously rioted by 8roden, Hall, and Mitts (1970) and Kuypers(

Beckerlond O'Leary (1968) it is sometimes difficult to induce teachers to carry out

systematic procedures designed to increase appropriate classroom behavior. In such

cases it is important to attempt to devise alternate strategies, that are effective. The

mutts of this study Indicated that use of classmates to cony out systematic reinforcement

procedures might be one such approach.

.,
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. The upper portion of tho figure depicts the percentage of times in

which Jimmy engaged in study behavior during each experimental session. The horizontal

lines indicate the median we, of study behavior for each phase. The lower graph represents

frequency of social reinforcers whi-ro the teacher (first 10 sessions ) or Anthony

administered ( remaining sessions ) while Jimmy was engaged in study behavior. The

experimental conditions were: Baseline2 - no contihgencies in effect; Peer Reinforcement -

social reinforcement fru,: Anthony when Jimmy was behaving appropriately; Doseline2.-

return to Baselinel conditions,
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